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This thesis attempts to investigate the role of the landlord
class in a period of incipient capitalistic development in feudal
China( 1368-1840) o It adopts the Marxist approach to the study
of class and class structure'. Instead of analysing class as an
cohesive social group, it focuses on the different roles played by
various sections of the landlord class. This difference in the
role played by various sections of landlord class is argued to
be the consequence of the growth of incipient capitalism and
the subsequent changes in class structure a Despite the statist-
ical insignificance of data collected I the research shows that
there is a correlation in geographical unevenness of developments
in. economic structure I class structure and political or power
structure in feudal China in the period of 1368-1840 . Develop-
ment of incipient capitalism is found to,most advanced in the
region around Soochou in the Lower Yangtse River Valley. In
the Southeast coastal provinces the level of development of
commodity economy was also far higher than that in other provinces
This fact is reflected by or correlated to the emergence of new.
classes (owneraSof handicraft industrial workshops, and mines;
and capitalistic agricultural and industrial wage workers) and
new sections of class (the commdrically and industrially inclined
sections of the landlord class) in the economically developed
regions. While the relatively less developed regions witnessed
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little change in the local class structure. In the middle of
the Ming dynasty the newly emerged sections- of industrially
and commercially inclined landlords began to gain political
power in the national power structure 9 and the majority of
them formed political organizations: the Tlung Lin Faction
and the Fu Society. However, their attempt was defeated by
the more traditional section of landlords from the economically
less developed regions q which was supported by the Imperial
Households and the eunuches. The struggle between these
different sections of landlords, from regions- of different
levels of economic development is exemplified by three
important' political issues in the Ming dynasty i the prohibition
of sea farring, the Single Whip system f and. the faction
struggle between the eunuch groups and T 'ung Lin Faction and Fu
Society.
The occurrence of incipient capitalism I of emergence of
new classes and new section of landlords which struggled for
political power( in order to issue policies favouring their
economic interests) in the same region may help us to understand
the relationship among economic structure' class structure and
political or power structure. The bitter struggle between sections
of landlords shows us that class often does not behave in the same
way, that is, does not play the same role, in a period of changing
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Beginning from the 60's and especially in the late 60's
and early 70's we witness a drastic change in the world situation.
From the Cuban Revolution, the Vietnam War and then the Indochina
War, to the re-emergence of China as a world power, the world
is no longer split into only two confronting blocs of superpowers,
namely USA and USSR, while the rest of the nations are either
allies or silent spectators. The majority of the less developed
countries (to use the term of UN), which constitute the so called
third world, responded to the wave of national liberation and
are now further activated by the aspiration of national determination.
If we view throggh a series of socio-economic issues in these
days we can more easily perceive such changes and may discover
the development of a trend among these less developed countries.
The 60's start with a failure of India to modernize despite
abundant foreign aid and early start of industrialization, the
economic breakthrough of People's Republic of China from the US
blockade by adapting a policy of self-reliance and a socialist
organization, the Tanzanian Ujaama experiment, the organization
of oil-producing countries and the use of its oil product as a
political weapon, and the gradual formation of a worldwide united
front of raw-material-producing countries and other less developed
countries against the domination and exploitation of the advanced
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industrial countries. (The United front has its first show of
strength at the UN special conference on the utilization of
natural resources and its principle against exploitation is
sustained.) All these mark a new trend of self-relying and self-
determining development among the less developed countries, which
is in complete contrast to the previous foreign-oriented and
dependent strategy. 1
Accompanying this trend is a sudden expansion in the volume
of literature of development research. The works bear a gradual
change in orientation and perspective in response to changes in
world situation and in developmental policy of the less developed
countries. A new theory of development which an reflect the
social reality and facilitate the present development policy is
then in demand.
However, though all of the less developed countries are
to a varying degree subject to the interference of neo-colonialism,
social reality in these countries are not identical. Because of
the difference in pre-colonial social formation, the colonial as
well as the post-independence experience of each respective country
varies significantly, we may classify these countries into two
main types according to differences in pre-colonial social formation
and the subsequent colonial or neo-colonial interference. The first
type consists of countries in Latin America, Africa and the West
Indies. They have either a tribal pre-colonial social formation
or a complete destruction of pre-colonial social formation which.
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in some cases, includes also the destruction of the entire human
population there. The primary economic activities are mainly
export-oriented, of large-scale plantation agriculture introduced
by the colonialists, The second type includes countries in the
South Asia, S.E. Asia, (and China before 1957).2 The majority of
them have a strong feudalist pre-colonial social formation and
their economy is still governed by the intensively-cultivated,
highly self-sufficient and low productivity per capita type of
subsistence.
Difference in the social reality in these two groups of
less developed countries have, to a great extent, contributed to
a divergence in first the findings and then the theory of develop-
ment. Drawing upon the developmental experience of chiefly Latin
American countries, there emerges a new approach which regards
the less developed countries victims of the 'world embracing
metropolis-satellite structure' of modern capitalism. This
holistic approach is a direct challenge to the dualist theory
of society. The most famous representative of this school is
Andre G. Frank.3 Those who are concerned with peasant societies
have postulated another approach, which though not exactly adopting
a dualist assumption, indicates the persistence of a traditional
peasantry dominated by a national system within the country.
A lot of research has been conducted along the line set
by Frank and are well versed with the situation in the first
group of the less developed countries. Unfortunatly, the second
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approach lacks enough empirical data and the whole potential
theoretical implication of it is still not adequately explored.4
There are also relatively few serious case studies of the internal
socio-historical conditions among the second group of the less
developed countries. This is probably the reason for the lack
of sophistication in the latter approach. It is the hope to
remedy the theoretical inadequacy and the desire of an Asian
to understand the nature of development of his motherland that
leads to the launching of the following research in the class
structure of peasant society. The choice of China as the case of
study is the result of a gradual realization that the entire
process of development of China in the few centuries up to the
present is an exceptionally good model (Type Case* a )5 as it
includes various kinds of colonial experiences common to the
second group of less developed countries.
There are three specific purposes in this research.
On a higher level of generality it aims to answer the much
argued issue of development: whether societal development in
non-European societies-is only possible under external (which
always implies Western Europe and USA) stimulation or pressure.
It is popular today among students of development to view
Europo-American intervention as a prime factor for the perpetuation
of underdevelopment in the less developed countries. This thesis
does not attempt to examine such hypothesis. But a close examination
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of the societal development in China before the impact of
foreign intervention is felt and together with the fact that
foreign intervention is followed by a breakdown of the whole
social order would bring one closer to the controversy than
desired.
It is common among Western social scientists to assume
that the societies are following a similar path of development
as the European societies.6 However, recent studies have shown
that it is more an ethnocentric projection rather than a correct
appreciation of reality. This thesis attempts to reveal the
peculiarity of Chinese society before the foreign intervention
in the 19th century which is in many aspects greatly different
from European society before the Industrial Revolution. After
the national unification under the Chin Dynasty in 221 B.C.,
China has developed its own kind of feudalism in which a super-
imposing, strong and centralized state and a landlord economy
are the main characteristics. Under the rule of such feudal
order, societal development in China moves along a distinct
path which can only be explained by its own logic.
This idea of development within the framework of Chinese
feudalism is completely foreign to many academic 'Chinawatchers'.
To them, as well represented by the works of John King Fairbank
and his associates and students at Harvard University,7
"......the China of the early 19th century (and Before)
had a circulat-flow economy in which production
was absorbed in consumption, with very little
if any net savings, so that the economy merely
reproduced itself without advancing." (Fairbank
et al., 1960, 4)
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"......the period of the late Ming and early
Ch'ing can be characterized as one of extensive,
rather than intensive, growth based on
expansion of cultivated land area and population
While there were some commercialization
of the economy, it was not a major or
"disequilibrating change. "(5)
"......the Chinese peasantry, through their
adaption to environment, had attained an
optimum efficiency in resource use and allocation
at a more or less stationary level of technology."
(5)
In sum, they view Chinese society in early 19th century,
that is, before any significant foreign intervention, as a
stagnant or stationary society which is maintained by the
stability of the institutional order. If there was any change
provoked by both foreign and internal trade, it is easily
dismissed as insignificant or 'change within tradition' (or
if we do not want to misinterpret Kracke's (19514) understanding
of Sung society anc/its implied possibility for further growth
in Chinese society we may again return to the words of Fairbank
et al.: "contained within the traditional social order.: "(14.))
It is then logically deduced that obstacles for modern-
ization and development in China is intrinsic in the traditional
Chinese social order. Only upon the arrival of Western
challenge which served to break up the traditional social
structure that modernization started on Chinese soil. One
of the academic 'Chinawatchers' even remarked that foreign
capital was largely responsible for the development of what-
ever modernization that took place in China before 1937 : (Hou,
1965:130)
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However, recent research proves otherwise. In the
late 50's and early 60's there was a general discussion on
the incipient capitalism in Chinese history among the
historical scientists in Mainland China. They argued, with
enough support from historical documents and archaeo-
logical studies, that certain forms or features of capitalist
mode of production had already flourished in as early as
the T'ang Dynasty but became widespread only in Ming and
Ch'ing Dynasties. Also they argue that before the Opium War,
the largest amount of cotton cloth supply in world market
came from the triangular area around Soo Chou in Lower Yangtze
Valley.8 The decline and relatively stagnant nature of Chinese
economy is much more a result of foreign intervention, as is
best illustrated in the period between 1842-1895,9 than a
product of restrictive institutional factors.
This thesis will leave the examination of the causes
and costs of this so-called modernization to others 10 while
focusing only on the question whether development had existed
in Chinese society before foreign intervention or not. It will
be a return to concrete historical data instead of resorting
to impressionist misunderstanding.
This thesis also tries to examine the role of the ruling
class in a period when societal development gradually erodes
the basis of the existing structure of class relations.
Dynastic changes and peasant uprisings are not regarded
8as a kind of drastic change here. Historical research has
provided enough evidence to convince us that such changes are
only changes within the confines of the existing feudal
social structure, Wars and disturbances may lead to stagnation
or decline in the existing economy and the rise and fall of
various strata or ethnic groups in the national power structure.
Yet, the overall pattern of economic structure and the class
structure (in terms of the relationships between the economically
exploited and exploiting and that between the politically
dominated and dominating) remains intact. One dynastic order
is regained, the whole society would return to its normal
conditions. It is of this understanding that the conventional
concept of 'dynastic cycle' is abandoned. In my conception,
drastic change refers to socio-historical process which would
overthrow the existing social order and establish the dominance
and the resultant continuous growth of a new order.11 It is a
change in type of social formation, for example, the replacement
of feudalism by capitalism.
In contemporary Chinese history, drastic change occurred
only after foreign intervention in the late 19th century.
Chinese feudal society was forced to transform into, what CCP
called, semi-colonial and semi-feudal society, or in academic
term, a type of colonial society.
Though without any drastic change in the proper sense,
Chinese society in Ming and Ch'ing Dynasties (1368-1840)
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contains a gradual development of a disruptive force, which if
given time for evolution would eventually result in a drastic
change. It is the development of an incipient capitalism which
is in its structure different and contrary to that of the feudal
society.
This thesis would concentrate on analysing the process
and the implication of this gradual development of incipient
capitalism, how it replaces and disturbs institutionally and
spatially the existing economic class structure in Chinese
society, and how the ruling class and the landlords, react
when their basis is being eroded and challenged.
HYPOTHESES
The above purposes are operationalized into a set of
inter-related hypotheses:
a) Chinese society before foreign intervention is in a
of
stage feudalism which differs greatly from its European
counter-part and it has a logic of development of
its own.
b) Under the rule of such kind of feudalism there exists
ample scope for societal development and this implies
that such pre-industrial non-European societies can
and do develop without foreign intervention.
c) However, such societal development is slow and precarious.
The fate of it is mainly determined by conditions in the
class structure and especially among the ruling class,
10
that is, the landlord class in the Chinese feudalism.
d) Members of the ruling class--- the landlord class in
China, do not behave in a concerted way in aperiod
of gradual change. Because of its monopoly of wealth
and political power in the society they always tend
to explore and control all possible ways of profit-
making. A period of gradual change means emergence
of elements of a new mode of production and new ways
profit-making. It would lead to differentiation in
the ruling class. Since such change is gradual and
regional only, some landlords would take up new ways
of profit-making and adhere to them. The majority of
the landlord class, however, would still depend on
the traditional way. Conflicts would then arise. In
a national framework such lind of conflicts is reflected
in the relation between the superimposing state (which
represents the traditional way and the majority of the
landlord class) and the landlords with new interests.
SCOPE OF STUDY
The title of this thesis is 'The Role of the Landlord
Class in a Changing Class Structure'. The landlord class here
is studied in a context of Chinese society in its peculiar
feudal social formation. Because the source of power in this
kind of social formation is landownership, the landlord class
is taken as the ruling class.
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The concept of 'a changing class structure' corresponds
to the gradual change we aforementioned as distinct from
drastic change. We assume that economic structure is the
backbone and foundation of a particular social formation or
mode of production, while class structure is the manifestation
of the condition in economic structure, (The justification of
this assertion would be discussed in the next chapter.) Gradual
change, in the sense of emergence of elements of new mode of
production in contrast:: and in conflict to the existing one
(on the level of economic structure), indicates change also
occurs in the class structure. Thus, the term 'changing class
structure' designates a period of continuous change in the
societal economic structure.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 1
BAs early as 1964 the progressive scholar, Keith Buchanan,
had written down the following paragraph which resembles what
I describe here.e h re
"......In spite of stark and abject poverty they
yet possess, collectively, great riches----
for this third world contains much of the
world's metallic minerals, its water power,
oil and coal, its timber and its potential
cropland...... Because of this wealth these
countries have in the past been an important
source of strength to the colonial countries
of the West the drive towards total national
independence, involving real economic independ-
ence and a possible withdrawing of many of
these resources from the unfettered control
of the 'Jest, could, under these conditions,
significantly change the world power pattern.
In the next decade or so we may therefore
expect a continuing drive to win over the
hearts and minds of these dwellers in the
world's slums, and, perhaps even more important,
the weaving of 'subtler nets to enmesh the
new countries' to counter this potentially
disastrous loss of an extremely important
resource base. Whichever may we look at it,
these third world countries are going to be
of critical importance in the years ahead
......" (Alan B. Mountjoy 1969:9-10)
The year 1957 marks the start of the Great Leap Forward
and the collectivization of agriculture which transformed the
traditional peasant agriculture into a socialist one.
3Michael Barret Brown has similarly observed, ......the
historical precedence of neo-colonialism in Latin America has
led Andre Frank, and others like Keith Griffin who have followe
him, to interpret neo-colonialism in Africa and Asia, as well
as in Latin America today, in the light of that experience.
(1974:258)
4For example, the exact nature of the relation of the
peasantry to the national social formation in which it is
contained would be very important to our understanding of the
inner logic of the traditional societies.
Peasants did notform an autonomous world,
being linked with towns through marketing
arrangements and with the upper class culture.
Also there was
i'conflict between peasants and ruling groups
over the disposal of surplus...... and over
the sanctions used to enforce its appropriat-
ion...... (Rodney Hilton 1974:207)
The mere characterization of peasantry as under multi-
directional domination and penetration by powerful outsider
(T.Shanin 1971:4 1974:63-64) does not help us in any way.
7The concept 'Type Case' is used by Marx. (A.Giddens
1973:20) But I think the Chinese term. 典型 used by the
Chinese Communists is more appropiate as it denotes the
examplification of all characteristics and contradictions found
in a type which may not be discovered in any single case within
the type.
6It is contrary to many people's expectation that Marx
does not belong to this group of Western social scientists.
See Eric Hobsbawn's Introduction to Marx's Pre-ca italist
Economic Formations. 19
?See James Peck (1971) and especially Joseph Esherick
(1972)•
See Ch'uan Han-Sheng( 全汉昇) (1972) and Yen Chung-
P' ing （严中平) (1963)•
7See, for example, Pang Che-I( 彭泽益) (1961) and Huang
I-Feng (黄逸峰） .(d. n.) and Fan Po-Chuan() (1962)
'Others like the concerned Asian scholars, eg. Peck and
Esherick and Issacs in the earlier period, and the historical
scientists in Mainland China.
11 Drastic change, according to my interpretation, is similar





There are several theoretical problems in this research,
namely, the definition of development, the peculiarity of
Chinese society before foreign intervention, and the operation-
alization of the concept of class structure. In the following
these problems and their appropiate solutions will be discussed.
DEFINITION OF DEVELOPMENT
All research dealing with development without exception
encounters the difficulty of defining its subject matter.
Economists usually measure development by quantifiable indicators
such as per capita income, per capita investment or levels of
G.N.P. etc.. Political scientists tend to employ psychological
concepts like political culture or institutional criteria
like parliamentary system, manhood suffrage, multi-party system
and so on. As for sociologists, some simply adopt either method
of the economists and the political scientists, but the majority
in the sixties seemed to agree on using an explicit or implicit
modern-tradition dichotomy or continuum in social structure.
However, Andre Frank has already done an excellent diagnosis in
his essay, 'Sociology of Development and Underdevelopment of
Sociology'(1972), to expose the 'empirical invalidity', 'theoretical
inadequacy', and 'policy-ineffectiveness' of all these partial
and disconnected multi-variate approaches.
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As early as 1969, sociologist like Seymour Lipset has 
already concluded that, "it is obvious that any effort to treat 
development in economy, polity and society as separate processes 
...... makes little sense." (Quoted in Henry Berstein, 1970-71)
Experiences of the less developed countries in the decades 
before have demonstrated that emphasis put on economic growth 
without taking into account the non-economic factors in society 
would only result in failure in economic policy. Social scient­
ists are beginning to realize that societal development is a 
total process in which economic growth, political development 
and so on are inseparable components. As James Peck has observed, 
even the historically inclined academic' Chinawatchers' have 
come to the understanding that,
’’Development is far more than a matter of 
economic growth within a given social struct­
ure. The very modernization of that structure 
is a process of social, economic, ideational, 
and political change that requires the remak­
ing of society." (Peck 1971• 37 )
In this research we shall follow this attitude and treat 
development as a total societal process involving a Concrete' 
whole of social, political, economic and ideational changes.
In the way of proceeding further to give a clear defin­
ition of development we have to distinguish it first from the 
two inter-related and often mistakenly interchanged concepts 
of economic growth and modernization.
Henry Berstein has borrowed two definitions to illustrate 
the difference between economic growth and development.
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"(Economic growth and development are respect-
ively) changes in the value of economic
parameters in given institutional conditions,
(and) changes in the value of economic para-
meters (which) are accompanied or even pre-
ceded by institutional changes." (Wilber)
"Growth is a qunatitative process, involving
principally the extension of an already
established structure of production, whereas
development suggests qualitative changes,
the creation of new and non-economic structures."
(Dowd) (Quoted in Henry Berstein 1973:16)
Here economic growth is not granted the status of an
autonomous process in the society, as empirical research had
proved, but regarded as a quantitative change in economic act-
ivities which is.confined and conditioned by the existing
structure of production and the institutional structure that
are based on it. "Development" differs from "economic growth"
in the sense that the former is the comprehensive process of
change of the whole structure of production and institutions,
while the latter constitutes only a part.
As for modernization and development, we may borrow Norman
Jacobs' definition to illustrate the difference between them.
"We will use 'modernization' to denote the
maximization of the potential of the society
within the limits set by the goals and the
fundamental structure (form) of the society.
Modernization is stimulated by noval, recently
revealed ways of accomplishing tasks which
offer improved, more successful way to cope
with the existing, traditional environment
This is a continuous process.
Development, in contrast, is used to denote
the maximization of the potential of the
society, regard`ess of any limits currently
set by the goals or fundamental structure
of the society. In this view, development is
an open-ended commitment to produce change,
17
no matter what the consequences might be
on existing goals or existing-ways of doing
things." (1971:9)
"In these interpretations of modernization
and development, modernization may be considered
as an integral part of the process of devel-
opment but not necessarily vice versa," (10)
This definition has three merits. First it avoids the
'ethnocentrism of historically specific models of modernization'
and the unwarranted attempt to universalize certain personality
traitsas indicators for modernization (Henry Berstein 1970-71:
1k7-9). Moreover, it comprehends development and modernization
as processes historical in implication against the static and
non-historical conception. Also it points out explicitly the
pro-status-quo connotation of modernization while indicating
implicitly the possibility of development beyond the existing
societal framework. Yet at the aame time, it suffers from being
too vague. It is difficult to operationalize 'the maximization
of the potential of the society'.
Since material life constitutes the base of all societal
activities, we may somehow designate 'the maximization of the
potential of the society' to first, the betterment of material
life and second, the improvement in the quality of social life
in the sense of elimination of existing social injustice
and discrimination. Here we do not separate material life and
social life into two autonomous arena, but rather we tend to
emphasize the importance and spear-head significance of material,
chiefly economic factors, in the process of modernization.
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To sum up, we may regard development as a total process
which proceeds beyond any confinement of particular structure of
production and institutions. Modernization, on the other hand,
is in the main contained in the existing establishment but is
still a kind of total societal process. Economic growth, in
contrast, denotes quantitive change in terms of economic
parameters only, and its movement is governed by non-economic
factors, ie. conditions in the structure of production and
institutions.
With the above clarification, it will be clear that in the
present research, development will not mean either 'economic
growth' or 'modernization'. Instead it will refer to a historical
process of quantitative extension and qualitative improvement
of a new structure of production and institutions leading to the
betterment of both material and social life.
A CONCRETE DEFINITION OF DEVELOPMENT IN THE PRE-19TH CENTURY CHINA:
INCIPIENT CAPITALISM
When applied to the socio-historical context of the research,
this new structure of production and institutions would mean
capitalism which is fundamentally different and in contrast to
the age-old Chinese feudalism.
Compared with feudalism, capitalism suppotts a higher level
of material and social life. Materially the much Niger productivity
of machine-operated factories and farms undoubtedly would improve
19
the livelihood of people in society, in spite of a greater
inequality of income distribution. On the social aspect, historical
experience of European societies has demonstrated the superiority
of the democratic legal and-political institutions (however
superficial it may be) over serfdom and omnipetence of the nobility.
On this ground we may accept capitalism as a more 'developed' form
of social formation than feudalism. Yet, the primary reason why
it is chosen is simply that it did exist in China in the period
we studied and did show its advantages over feudalism. (rather
than in the mechanical succession in social formations.)
But then what is capitalism? And how can we identify it in
the China before 19th century?
In its mature form capitalism can be easily defined by
criteria like the dominant role of capital for investment and
free labour for contractual labour paid by wages and the relat-
ionship between owners of these two factors in the process of
production.2 Some may add the establishment of large-scale
machine-operated factory system as criteria also.
But for capitalist mode of production in its embryonic
stage, that is, before it is able to dominate the whole societal
process of production and when itsfeatures are not mature, such
criteria are not appropiate. In China in the 19th century just
as in Western Europe before the Industrial Revolution such
phenomena of investment capital, free wage labour, and large scale
machine-operated factory system are rare to be found, we can
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merely discover isolated and regional developmentof some pre -
mature forms of investmentcapital , wage labour and factory - like
enterprisesin an ocean of feudal mode of production.
Following Marx ' s idea that ' the transition from feudalism
to capitalism. . . . . . is a productof feudal evolution' ( Marx 1964 :
29 - 30 ) . A Chinese historical scientist offered a definition of
incipient capitalism
" The so called incipient capitalism is the
occurence of capitalist elements which
owe their birth to the developmentof
commodity economy within feudal society
and the dissolution of feudal economic
structure . The occurence of capitalist
elements would in turn promote the
further growth of commodity economy and
the further dissolution of feudal economic
structure . The process of the continuous
occurence of capitalist elements is the
process of the dissolutionof feudal econ -
omic structure . However , the movementof
this process is very slow . It has not yet
gathered the strength sufficient to gener -
ate change- in - quality in the old mode of
productionand to make it replaced by a ,
new one . " ( HuangI - Feng
367)
In the same article this historical scientist quoted Engels '
words to supplementhis definition .
" . . . . . . That wage labour, which containsthe
whole capitalist mode of production in embryo ,
is very ancient in a sporadic , scattered
form it existed for centuries alongside with
slave - labour . But the embryo could duly
develop into the capitalisticmode of pro -
duction only when the necessary historical
preconditionshad been furnished . " ( Engels
1954: 374 fn . )
資 本 主 義 萌 芽 tzu - pen chu - i meng- ya
黃 逸 峰
： n . d . :
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The existence of certain capitalistic elements does not mean
the occurence of incipient capitalism. Only when 'the necessary
historical preconditions' become mature, does a new mode of
production emerge. Thus, as Huang emphasized, "the incipient
capitalism which we have discussed should be comprehended not
only as that wage labour has been widespread in feudal society
but also as that the necessary historical pre-conditions have been
able to develop such sprouts or burgeons into capitalist mode of
production." (367)
Huang further identified such historical pre-conditions
in pre-18141 China as:
a) the development of handicraft workshop
b) the growth of commodity economy which is indicated
by the commercialization of agriculture, replacement
of tenure-in-kind by tenure-in-cash, and so on;
c) the dominance of commercial capital and usurous
capital over the production of handicraft industry
which is accompanied by the decline in the state-
owned sector;
d) the emergence of new commercial cities, increase in
urban population, and the gradual formation of
national market together with a regional division
of labour for commodity production;
e) the above conditions in the economic structure is
reflefted in the superstructure in the forms of
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elevation of the status of the merchants and
changes in urban life style and feudal customs.(367)
The list contains the same items made by other Chinese
historical scientists. Generally they grouped all the necessary
historical pre-conditions into two, namely, the growth of commodity
economy and its effect on the feudal economic structure and
the corresponding changes in the feudal institutions. In the
latter, unlike Huang, most of them list primary economic institut-
ions such as fiscal reforms like the Single Whip System in Ming
Dynasty, the abolishment of feudal bondage for craftsman, etc..
Some have noted the importance of political institutions for the
further growth of capitalism.3 However, since our subject matter
is incipient capitalism only, changes in political institutions
do not matter so much as in the stage of mature capitalism.4
In the present research we would adopt Huang's definition
of incipient capitalism and the necessary historical pre-conditions
but we would focus, for the latter, on the economic structure and
economic institutions mainly.
DEFINITION OF CHINESE FEUDALISM: CHINESE SOCIETY BEFORE FOREIGN
INTERVENTION
The extent and even the existence of feudalism in China have
long been a controversial issue in the discussion of periodization
of Chinese history. It is not the aim bf this thesis to comment
on this issue. However, the development of incipient capitalism
and its resultant change in class structure is greatly determined
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by the social formationcontaining them. Therefore, we cannot
avoid touching on the nature of Chinese society in the period we
studied.
In this thesis the position adopted is that feudalism
did exist in China and it extended up to 19th century begore for-
eign intervention. It shares certain general characteristics
with other types of feudalism, e.g. that in Western Europe, but
differs in many other aspects. It is a kind of'feudalism charact-
erized by dominance of private landownership over communal land-
ownership ever since 221 B.C.
Basing on research (which took more than a decade) on
feudalism in China, Hu Ju-Lui finally in 1962,( 胡 如 雷 )
summed up the basic characteristics of the special type of
feudalism in China. He stated,
The common elements of feudalism of the world's
various nationalities lie in: the dominance
of natural economy feudal landownership as
the foundation between large scale landownership
and individuality in the production process
as the fundamental economic contradiction
existence of supra-economic coercion and
personality dependence and the service of
commodity economy for feudal society as
well as for creating certain conditions for
the birth of capitalism. Besides, feudal
society of each nationality has certain charact-
eristics of its own. (1962:1)
These 'certain characteristics of its Own' in Chinese
feudalism are responsitrle for the significant differences in
economic structure, class structure, and political and economic
institutions when compared with other feudal societies.
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Two distinct features in the institutional order of feudal
China are the tenure system and the early formation of a strong
centralized state and its bureaucracy. Unlike Western feudalism,
tenure system in China is predominantly in the form of payment
in kind which signifies a departure from serfdom. (1962:6-7) The
strong centralized state is founded on land and head taxation of
the owner-cultivators and the ally of the commoner landlord class(8)
These two features are made possible by the fundamental
pecularity in landownership. Prior to 221 B.C. at least in the
Chin kingdom landownership was no more confined to the nobility.
Sincethen, on the basis of a free land market there has emerged
the landlord landownership
（ 地 主 土 地 所 有 制 ) Everyone
is allowed to purchase land as his own private property. Because
of this, together with the deliberate policy of the state to
suppress big landlords, it becomes possible for the growth of a
large amount of small owner-cultivators, especially in the early
years of a dynasty when state legislation is metre effective.
On the other hand, such type of landownership allows commercial
profits to be converted into land investment, and thus set up a
bridge linking up landlords and merchants.(2-3) So it is no
wonder that we often discover a frequent interchangeability
between the two groups in Chinese society. The fundamental econ-
omic contradiction in Chinese feudalism is, like that in other
feudal society, also that between large scale landownership and
individuality in production process. However, in contrast to its
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European counterpart the eruption of crisis is from the growth
of large scale landownership and not from the development of
small producers (11). Hu even postulated a theory of cyclical
development of feudal smciety and economy in China.
He stated that there was a cyclical occurence of crises in
Chinese feudalism. Peacefulness and stability in social order
facilitates the greedy accumulation of land in the hands of the
landlords, merchants and officials (usually these three statuses
are occupied by the same group of people). Since land is a
scarce resource, accumulation on the part of this group logically
means deprivation of land to the small owner-cultivators. They
are forced to become landless labourers ready to be employed by
whoever would pay them. The presence of a huge amount of agricult-
ural labourers would undoubtedly lead to the worsening of the
terms for the tenants due to a simple logic of supply and demand.
On the other hand, landlords, especially those who are also high
officials, tend to avoid land taxation and even head tax of their
tenants. The loss of land of the sriall owner-cultivators would
also reduce government tax income as the taxation system is
mainly based on population registration in situ and landownership.
In order to compensate for the decrease in revenues the state
government has to raise the tax level. Thus, bearing the double
burdens of landlord tenure and government taxes, the small
producers would unavoidedly fall into poverty and misery, which
would in turn seriously affect production. The crisis of decrease
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in production and insufficient supply of food would gradually
result in mounting conflict between the state and landlords and
especially between the tenants and the landlords (12-13). Event-
ually, widespread and large-scale peasant uprisings occur.
This is the logic of the crisis of Chinese feudalism. Hu
regarded the length of time between two succeeding crises as one
cycle. Each cycle would be divided into three stages, namely,
periods of crisis, of recovery and of development. (13).
The last two periods come into being after the establishment
of a new political regime from the chaotic conditions of peasant
uprisings. Period of recovery is characterized by the re-emergence
of large amount of owner-cultivators and that of development by
the growth of land accumulation which would once again lead to
another crisis.5
The above is only a model of Chinese feudalism. In the
actual social reality history of Chinese feudalism sees many
derivations from Hu's postulation, Beginning from Sung Dynasty
foreign trade has stimulated a rapid growth of handicraft industry
and internal trade and the development of communication. Thus, it
enlarged the extent of commodity economy within the feudal frame-
work. Despite the serious damage inflicted by the invasion of the
Mongols and Manchus, the development of commodity economy no longer
adhered exactly to the cyclical development of Chinese feudalism
and offered at the same time the means to break up this cyclical
movement. However, even up to the middle of 19th century Chinese
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society is still under the rule of feudalism and Hu's model is
in the main applicable.
In the research below it would be found that the role of
the landlord are conditioned, still in a major part, by the
cyclical development of Chinese feudalism.
DEFINITION OF CLASS STRUCTTURJ
Before we come to the definition of class structure we have
first to distinguish the concept of class we employed from the
common conception in academic sociology.
The common conception of class (among 'stratification' as
James Stoleman and Herbert Gamberg coined them) is a descriptive
as opposed to analytic, category designed to 'map out' the
kaleidoscopic pattern of inequality in society at a given point
of time so as to generate empirically verifiable hypotheses about
some revelent aspects of social behavior (1973-4:107). This
concept may be useful to social research. It tends to interpret
systems of inequality as the outcome of individual's differential
activities to command rewards for whatever marketable skills
and services are at their disposal (109). Its focus is on the
'distributive system' of the society. So, class structure for it
is a matter of the society's distributive system which allocates
rewards in response td fluctuations in supply and demand within
the market for talent trained ability and labour generally" (109).
This conception may, or may not be, useful for social research.
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But because of its individualistic and ahistorical property, this
conception cannot help us to explain the origin and development
of class structure nor to understand the relationship between
the society (as represented by the class structure) and the economy
(as represented by the economic structure).
In contrast, for the Marxist concept of class, the funda-
mental problem is the systematic explanation of structural
changes generated by the very inner working of...... societies
themselves" (Issac Balbus, 1971:37, quoted in Stoleman and Gamberg
1973-74:106). And "Marx rested the case for the utility of his
mode of class analysis on the ground that it helps to illuminate
the structural basis and direction of macroscopic change in the
development of capitalist society (Stoleman and Gamberg 1973-74:
108). As the purpose of this research is to understand not merely
the superficial phenomena but the structural basis and direction.
of the development of Chinese society as well, it is logical for
us to adopt a Marxist notion of class instead of a stratificationist's.
Unfortunately, Marx'has never left us with a systematic theory
of class. And in most of Marx's writings.....o the concept of
class is freely employed without the provision of a formal defin-
ition. (Anthony Giddens 1973:24). Nevertheless, it is commonly
accepted and as Marx himself made explicitly that class is defined
in terms of the relationship of groupings of individuals to the
means of production. It implies a relationship of economic
exploitation and political domination or oppression. In actual
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historical conditions, class only becomes an important social
agency when it assumes a directly political character, when it is
a focus for communal action (Giddens:1973:30). Thus, Marx put
forth the concept of 'class in itself'( acategorization of
individuals) and 'class for itself'( a categorization of social
groupings).
This distinction bears a very significant importance in
Marx's notion of class.
On the abstract level, Marx employed a dichotomy of classes
in every type of social formation. For instance, slave owners
and slaves in slave society feudal lords and serfs in feudal society
and capitalists and proletariat in capitalist society. However,
in socio-historical context, Marx could list out as many as seven
classes. The reason is that within a class there may be internal
contradiction of interests and therefore, such contradiction would
not allow the whole class to act as one body but rather as several
independent social agents. It is more corresponding to the social
reality.
Besides the possibility of having several social groups within
a class, the two dominant classes in a dichotomous model is often
further supplemented by other classes in Marx's historical writings.
In order to systematize all these variations would borrow
Anthony Giddens' and Stanislaw Kozyr-Kowalski's interpretation of
Marx's model of class,
Kozyr-Kowalski points out the hidden/obscure bi-dimensionness
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of Marxist notion of class. An 'economic class' refers to 'the
direct relationship of the owners of the conditions (or means)
of production to the direct producers' and is only applicable to
class society 'where disconnection of the ownership from the
productive labour is the characteristic feature'.
The second is called 'sociological-historical class' which
is defined in terms of'similarity of interest and economic situation,
similarity of the style of life and culture, regional links,
similarity of the relation to other classes and social strata
consciousness of commune provenance of historical destiny.'
Within these two notions of class, there are also sub-classes
which Kozyr-Kowalski labels as 'sections of the classes' such
as the owners of means of production, of means of circulation,
and of the means of services within the class of owners of the
conditions of production. This notion is similar to Giddens'
sectors or subdivisions of classes which he attributes their
existence to the fact that 'classes are not homogenous entities
as regards the social relations to which they give rise' (30).
All these relate to the existing dominant mode of production
in the society. However, 'radical social change is not accomplished
overnight, but constitutes an extended process of development,
such that there is a massive overlap between types of dichotomous
class system' (Giddens:30).
Regarding Marx's view of social change, Giddens puts forth
three types of classes and groupings:
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a ) Transitionalcalsses ' which are in the process of
formation within a society based upon a class system
which is becoming' obsolete' ' .
b ) Transitional classes which represent elements of a
superseded set of relations of production that
linger on within a new form of society .
c ) Quasi - class groupingsthat ' may be said to have certain
common economic interests , but each of them , for
different reasons , stands on the margin of the dominant
set of class relationshipswithin the society of which
they form a part . ' eg . slaves of the ancientworld ,
independentpeasantry of the medieval and post -
medievalperiod( Giddens: 30 - 31 ) .
Now , we come to the conceptof ' class structure' .
Instead of just accepting it as the summation of relations
of various classes in a society , further qualificationis necessary .
Kozyr - Kowalski has remarked that .
" In Marxist theoretical ' framework , relationship
between ownership and individual is not
exclusiveand pure , but just like role , so
that an individual can have several and different
relations of ownership. "
In so saying , class structure is ' a sum of relations betweer
the individuals ' . Such definition may be misleading as relations
between the individualscan be anything social . It would be
better if we add ' in their class situations' after ' a sum of
relations between the individuals ' .
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Anthony Giddens has a somewhat different conception on
' class structure' .
Rather than speakingof ' existence' or ' non -
existence ' of classes we should speak of types
and levels of what I shall call class struct -
uration. "
" The factors which influence levels of class
structurationare not to be traced to economic
or technologicalcomplexity. None , or even
primarily , and cannot Ue directly inferred
from the designation' class society' . " ( 1973 : 20 )
What he means is that the pattern ( the form and the extent )
of relationship between classes ( or individuals in their class
structure ) may be different even in the same kind of social form -
ation ; and that such difference is caused by a number of factors
including economic , political and others .
Relating it to Kozyr - Kowalski ' s conceptionwe would combine
the two by specifyingclass in Kozyr - Kowalski ' s definition of
class structure to be what he called ' sociological- historical
class ' and not ' economicclass ' . Moreover, we would add a
qualification that such definition of class structure , as already
implied by Kozyr - Kowalski' s notion of class position as role ,
does not denote a rigid structure but rather an unstable structure
allowing the possibility of different patterns of relationship
among the classes ( individualsin their class situations ) .
This qualified conception of class structure will be adopted
in the researchbelow .
The term ' changingclass structure ' used in the title of
this thesis refers to the same notion of class structure . The
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word 'changing' merely emphasizes the nature of the class
structure evolving from one based on a feudal mode of pro-
duction gradually to one on a capitalist mode of production.
This is a long and slow historical process. What we actually
refer to is the process within the domain of incipient capitalism,
After we have solved the theoretical problems of the defin-
ition of development, the peculiarity of Chinese society in the
form of feudalism and the definition of class structure, we
come to the two concepts included in the title of this thesis,
namely, landlord class and the role of the landlord class.
DEFINITION OF LANDLORD CLASS
In the research, landlord class is defined by the ownership
of land--- the primary means of production in Chinese feudalism.
However, with the presence of a huge amount of small owner-
cultivators in Chinese feudalism, we have to specify further the
distinctive characteristics of the landlord as a particular
class which has economic superiority/dominance in the society.
In other words, the ownership of means of production is helpful
in explaining the phenomena of economic exploitation and politica:
dominance in the society. In this way, landlord class is defined
according to the criteria of economic status and position in the
land tenure relation. Chen Han-Seng (1936:739) had treated the
landlord not as an individual but as a household, and defined it
according to four characteristics:
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a ) that having farming acreage exceeding the
number required . for livelihood by the
local standard
b ) at least more than half of the farmland
owned is rented out
c ) members of the household( excluding
servants and slaves ) do not engage in
the field and
d ) the income gained from the land tenure
is capable of maigtaining the living
of the household.
In order to gain sociological - historical meaningfulness
( in line with our discussionon class structure ) the concept of
landlord class is further operationalizedby dividing into
sections of class . Accordingto the main type of economic or
occupational activities they are engaged in , landlord class
can be subdivided into the privileged landlords , the merchant
landlordsand the commonerlandlords. ( Li Wen - Chi 1963 )
The privileged landlords are also members of the officialdon
and / or the nobility . They are exemptedfrom taxation ( land tax
and head tax ) and voluntary services to the government, both
local and imperial . Such privilege is extended though illegitimate
to their servants and tenants , and thus provides them with an
opportunityto accept voluntary offer of land by the owner -
cultivatorsin a period of heavy taxation . As members of the
politically dominant / ruling class of the society , they are
closely wedded to the state bureaucracy/ officialdom which in
turn help them to consolidate their dominant position in the
local as well as national community( in relation to the peasants
and to other sections of landlord class ) .
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The merchant landlords are by definition merchants in the
society. They become landlords through investment of their
commercial gains in land (cf. Myers 1972:42). Some may develop
from commoner landlords through extension of their commercial
involvement.
These two sections of landlord class are what we usually
call 'absentee landlords'. They reside in the cities and towns
and rarely visit the villages and the fields. They are speculative
in nature. Their primary concern is to increase the amount of
rents and the acreage of land they own.
The commoner landlords have no direct connection with the
government bureaucracy, nobility or the large merchants. Their
activities are confined to villages, small towns and other
population centres (Whose rank is lower than the central market
town according to Skinner's classification 1965). They may engage
in running pawnshops, rice shops, and other kinds of retail shops
and mills, but their primary source of income is not from these
sources. Instead it comes from land rents, usury (which is directly
related to agricultural production) and/or direct cultivation of
the land by hired labour.7
DEFINITION OF THE ROLE OF THE LANDLORD CLAS
In the research, the role of the landlord class is viewed
in the context of the development of incipient capitalism and
its resultant change in the local and national class structure.
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In other words, the research will try to find out the effect of
the activities of the landlord class on the development of incipient
capitalism and its resultant change in class structure: whether
it promotes or retards them.
The activites of the landlords may be divided into two types:
the economic and the political ones.
Economic activities refer to the involvement of the landlords,
in a class or in a section of class, in the promotion of commodity
economy. Such activities include investment (in the form of direct
investment or loan and credit) in market town enterprises, handi-
craft workshops, trading firms and establishment of large estate
of commercial farming.8 Or on the negative side, economic activities
may be the suppression of technological innovations in farming,
which would hinder the further growth of agricultural productivity
as a pre-condition for incipient capitalist development.
As for political activities, it can be done on the local
level or on the national level. Both involve intervention in the
decision-making process of public policies. On the local level,
it may be in the form of limiting the proportion of land devoted
for commercial farming, and suppression of commercial exchange
activities. The effect of such intervention is confined to the
locality only. On the national level, political activities of
the landlords are performed by their official representatives
in the court discussion of policies which concern their economic
interests, for instance the Whip System in Ming Dynasty and the
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opening of sea trade in both Ming and Ch'ing Dynasties.
Because of widespread political inertia, the landlord class
or the three sections of this class, like their counterparts, would
never perform political activities en masse. (This is true through-
out history.) Although the political performance of small political
factions may not be isentical exactly with the class interests,
it could not depart from the class interests which is also the
basis of their political power.
Based on this reasoning, we would accept the performance
of the appropiate political factions as representatives of their
class or section of class in our discussion of political activities.
THE THEORETICAL FRAMEVORK
With the clarification of the key concepts employed in this
research, we then proceed to formulate the whole theoretical
framework.
The crucial link in the framework is the definition of class.
Following the discussion in the above sections, class is defined
by the relationship of owners of conditions of production and the
direct producers. The existence of a definite set of classes and
of its definite relationship is logically governed by the nature
of the mode of production only. However, conditions in the relat-
ionship or the form of appearance of the relationship is determined
by the social institutions contained in the same social formation
as well.
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The base of the theoretical framework is the economic
structure of the social formation which consists of mode(s) of
production. It is possible for more than one mode of production
coexisting in the same economic structure. It has been demonstrated
inthe above discussion of the nature of Chinese feudalism which
allows the growth of incipient capitalism from the commodity
.economy contained in the feudalistic framework. Changes in the
economic structure may occur within either one or all modes of
production and in this way the overall pattern of the economic
structure would be disturbed. It would in turn, by definition,
initiate changes in the conditions of individual class or classes.
Changes in the conditions of class(es) caused by disturbance
in the economic structure are expressed in two ways:
a) Change in the physical size of members of the individ-
ual class;
b) Change in the strength of influence or power of the
individual member and the whole class resulted from
the change in the amount and type of resources the
member and the class are in command of. These resources
are usually, as being confined to those determined by
the conditions in the economic structure, wealth and
strategic control of economic activities in the
society.
If the disturbance in the economic structure is caused by
the emergence of a new mode of production, there would be also
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emergence,of new class(es). Following the second characteristic
of our definition of class, individuals may occupy more than one
class situation. And especially in the period of incipient develop-
ment of a, mew mode of production, members of a class as defined
by the existing or the old mode of production may be at the same
time, engaged in the relation of production in the new mode. Thus,
the above disturbance would also lead to an internal change in
the components and characteristics of the existing class. This
would be expressed in the emergence or/and change in the conditions
of sections-of-class within the existing class, in the same pattern
like that of a class, and the relationship between these sections-
of-class. As a result, the pattern of relationship between sections
in a class, (which is also one of the conditions in a class) would
be altered.
Deducing from our definition of class, we see changes in
an economic structure with an incipient development of a new
mode of production besides the persistence of the old one would
lead to
a) a direct change in conditions of classes and the
possibility of emergence of new class(es); and
b) an indirect change in conditions of class through
direct changes in conditions of sections-of-class
and the resultant alteration in the pattern of
relationship between sections.
The combined consequence would be changes in the class structure,
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However, change in the economic structure, in this case,
the relative development of the two modes of production, is in
a pattern of unevenness or regional variation. This is logically
reflected in changes in conditions of classes, directly and
indirectly through changes in conditions of sections-of-class,
and changes in the class structure. It would be illustrated in
a simplified way in the following diagram:
Economic Structure-- Conditions of Classes-- Class Structure
Uneven Changes in-- Uneven Changes in--. Uneven Changes in
Economic Structure Conditions of Classes Class Structure
Direction of determin-DIAGRAM I
ation
It should be noted that we have only indicated the direction
of determination but not the actual form determination takes, as
we have to allow also the, influence played by social institutions.
Also the degree of change and of unevenness would not be necessar-
ily the same in the three different sectors.
An assumption is required here. We would accept in our
theoretical framework without questioning its validity the
assumption that behavior of members of a class or in a better way,
the role of this class in societal activities reflects the
objective conditions in the class. Whether this role is in accord-
ance to the class interests is outside this assumption.
The role of a particular class would not be performed in
a social vacuum but instead in a web of social relationship with
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other classes as by definition all classes situate in a class
structure.
The whole framework would then be formulated as follows:
a) Development of the two modes of production leads to
an uneven pattern of changes in the economic struct-
ure.
b) Uneven pattern of changes in the economic structure
gives rise to an uneven pattern of changes in the
conditions of classes both directly and indirectly:
c) Uneven pattern of changes in the conditions of classes
in turn gives rise to an uneven pattern of changes in
the class structure, and also
d) The unevenness of changes in the conditions of classes
is reflected by an uneven change in the role of
classes which is also s.ffected by location in a
class structure in a time of uneven changes.
In the following research, Chinese feudalism andincipient
capitalism are the two modes of production. in the economic struct-
ure. The period of time in which the whole procedure operates is
1368-1840 when there was development of incipient capitalism
within the confines of Chinese feudalism. The particular class
we focus at is the landlord class because it is the most powerful
and dominant class in the class structure at that period and we
expect it to have a more sensitive reflexion of the changes generated
from the economic structure.
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The types of data this research looks for are those which
would present:
a) Uneven changes in the economic structure
b) Uneven changes in the conditions of class
c) Uneven changes in the class structureand
d) Uneven changes in the role of the landlord class.
If the pattern of unevenness in changes. is identical for
all four sectors, the postulates in a) to d) would be established.
And correspondingly, the hypotheses we stated in the introduction
would be verified,
As for the degree of validity of this research, the primary
criterion is the reliability and the statistical significance of
the data obtained. This would be discussed in the next chapter.
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1'OOTNOTES TO CHAPER II
1The peculiarity and nature of Ci}inese feudalism will be discussed
in detail in the next section.
2 C.f. Mar,r.Karl. Capital (Chinese edition) (vol.l 1963:901).
'These historical pre-conditions have already implied the conjunct-
ion of three phenomena which Marx regarded as t to account for the develop-
ment of capitalism out of feudalism. These three phenomena are: a a).
rural social structure which allows the peasantry to be 'set free' at
a.certain point b) the urban craft development which produces special-
ised, independent, non-agricultural commodity production in the form
of crafts- and c) accumulations of monetary wealth derived from trade
and usury E..Hobsbawn 1964:46).
Significant changes in political institution can only be effected
after a L change in the holders of political power, The material base
for such a change is mature capitalism which provides enough wealth and
influence as well as manpower( the proletariat) for armed struggle for
the bourgeoises. In the stage of incipient capitalism political power
serves the interests-,of the landlord class only and even when there
are legislation to protect the interests of the bourgeoisis 9 the ruling
landlord class and its political agents will carry them out in a reluct-
ant way•
5 This:cyclical theory of socio-economic development in Chinese
feudalism, to a certain extent, runs papallel to Skinner's present-
ation of the open and close nature of Chinese peasantry. See George
William Skinner (1971) 0
6 Here we should be cautious that in many places within China,
there are two kinds of ownership of land. One is the ownership of
land per se( 田底权) while the other is the right to plough the
land 田面权) or tenant right The latter can also
be rented out and the owner gains a profit from the difference between
what he gets from the second tenant and what he has to give to the landlord
This system of havint two kinds of landownership pf the same piece of land
is most often found in areas of higher level of commodity economy like
the Lower Yangtze River Valley and the coastal provinces, In the present
research the term 'landlord' would be restricted to designate owners
of the first type of landownership.
7 The commoner landlords differ from the rich tenants or owner-
oultivatorsaor peasants in both the acreage of land they owned and also
that members of their households do not participate in farm work
except for supervision, With regard to the acreage of cultivated land
in many cases the rich tenants3may have atlarger acreage than the
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commoner landlords. such rich tenants are similar to what AVBeteill
named as 'large tenant cultivators' in his discussion of class struct-
ure in the agrarian society of the Jotedars in India (1974:120).
8This is in line with what Ramon H. Myers calls the landlord
behaviour t or the role of the landlords, towards commercialization
and agricultural development in the Shantung province in the late




This research adopts a comparative and historical perspective in
. analysing the obtained data . Actually comparativeand historical are
two sides of the same coin . Social phenomena( conditionsin class , in
class structure and in the economic structure ) are traced through their
process of developmentwi hin a chosen length of time . While cross -
sectionally geographical variations of the phenomena are compared .
Dataa . of the research are collected primarily from written records .
There are three types of them , namely , official historical records of
the dynasties, official gazettes of hsiens and fus ( aa next higher
administrativeunit than hsiens ) , and writings of the contemporaries
Stone inscriptions discovered by archaeologistsare also utilised .
Records of official gazettes of hsiens and fus are supplementedand
counter - checked by the private gazettes of lower administrativeand
settlementunits , like those of chens ( towns ) and tsuns ( villages ) .
All these sources of data have respectivemerits and defects . The
official records ( those of the dynastiesand of hsiens and fus ) are useful
for - their presentationof official views of events , of official policies
towards certain social phenomena, and of some kinds . of quantitative
data on population , acreage of cultivated land and volumes of taxation
from government registration . However , the official presentation is biase
in favpuring government interests and usually interests of the ruling
class , the landlord class , as well . Only scatteredand highly dis -
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torted information about other classes and especially about the
revolting social groups are available• The precious quantitative data,,
are hardly reliable in depicting the social reality as government
registration system was always ineffective and inefficient. It is
espeoially the case in the official records in Ming Dynasty which
reliability is seriously questioned by historians of Ming society
Contemporary writings suffer from the same bias but this time the bias
is more for the interests of the landlord class as authors of these
writings without exception belong to this class• However, they provide
a.lively picture of social conditions, especially the relationship
between landlord class and other classes as well as between different
sections of the landlord class f in contrast to the brief records of
official writings: Shortage of information of the actual conditions of
other classes besides the landlord forces us to rely on subjective
interpretation of what scattered information that have leaked out from
the biased records of the landlord writers. Though the subjective
interpretation is carefully weighted against informations from different
sources, the serious limitation of information remains a.--fatal
weaOess in the research, aifatal weakness which this research shares
with necessarily all historical studies. (History Department, Honan
University, 1953)
Data from these sources-suffer from another problem which is the
problem of comparability. Given the lack of standardization of measurement
(in the sense of being adopted by people in actual social transactions)
and the vagueness authors of these written works used in describing
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social conditions, data collected for a particular geographical
region and a particular period of time may not be used for comparison,
It requires a careful adjustment of data, before any comparison can be
made. However, In many, if not the majority of, incidences the
criteriarof adjustment are not available at all• And the result is
that comparison may be made but- au caution should also be added which
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PERIODIZATION
The period we study can be divided into several phases according
to the socio-economic development of the society. The whole period
does not portray a smooth linear progression of incipient capitalism.
Instead, it witnesses ups and downs of this emergent mode of production
together with the entire feudal economy.
The first phase 1 is the phase of economic recovery from the
disastrous plunder of the Mongols and ruins: inflicted by the late Yuan
peasant rebellions. For the sake of his family and/or class interests
and circumstantial requirements of the new regime, Chu Yuan-Chang 朱元璋)
the first Ming emperor, had to carry out certain economic policies to
rebuild the national economy. The most notable ones are: a) temporary
lowering of land and head taxes and labour service obligations b)
forced emigration from regions of high population density to those of
lower population density and reclamation of deserted and uncultivated land
c) construction and improvement of irrigation works d) promotion of
cash crop cultivation by the sanction of Imperial decrees and e)
suppression of the rich and reification of the state bureaucracy
As a. result acreage of land reclaimed increased rapidly and this
n
provides the foudation for the revived growth of economic development
(feudal and incipient capitalist as well). This phase stretches from
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the first to the fifth emperorsof the Ming dynasty( 1368 - 1435 ) .
The second phase 2 is the period of prosperityand rapid growth
of commodityeconomy . It begins from Emperor Ying Tsung
1435 ) to the middle of the reign of Emperor Shen Tsung
1597 ) . This phase sees the decline of the state - owned sector of handi -
craft industry and the flourishing frowth of the private sector . Large
scale production of handicraft commodities extended from silk and cotton
textile industries to even food processing . The effect of the Imperial
decree for obligatory cultivation of cotton and stat - aided diffusion
of weaving and spinning knowledge is expressed in the widespreadmarket -
oriented cotton cultivation and cotton textile handicraft industry 3
On this basis of commercializationof agriculture and industrial
prosperity . , the mechanism of polarization of peasants and craftsmen
operates . This process is further intensified by the increasing
exploitationof the Imperial governmentdue to the loss of taxable
peasants and land to the privileged landlords . Such economic contra -
dictions find their expression in both the continuous peasant uprisings
since 1436 and the increasing incidencesof urban workers ' revolts .
The third phase includes the last period of Ming dynasty and the
early period of consolidationof Ch ' ing dynasty ( From Ming emperor
Shen Tsung to Ch ' ing emperorSheng Tsu
1597 to 1683 , the year when the law on the prohibitationof sea - farring
was repealed ) . Peasant uprisings in the last phase finally culminated:
in nation - wide peasant rebellions. It starts at first in the pooer





神 宗 ， that is , from about
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exploitation by the ever expanding privileged landlords. Unlike the
economically more advanced region of Lower Yangtze Valley subsistence
farming here can not be supplemented if not replaced, by the more
profitable cash crop cultivation and handicraft industry. The only
alternative to starvation for the poor peasants is armed uprisings. This
almost nation-wide peasant rebellions continue for years and eventually
destroy the economy of the northern and central China together with
the regime of the Ming dynasty. However, it is unlike the precedent
peasant uprisings in the last years of Han,T'ang and Yuan dynasties which
breed a new regime and a new dynastic cycle. The fall of the Ming
regime invite the invasion of the Manchus and the clash between the
Manchus and the remaining force of the Ming regime and the armed
landlords continued for forty or fifty years more. The economically
more advanced regions in China are seriously damaged first by the
Maneh massacre( e.g. in Kiang-yin, Chia-ting, Yang-chow' Sung-
kiang, and Soochou) and then by the prohibitation of sea--farring
which caused a complete halt of sea trade and destruction of coastal
settlements. It was only in 1683 that such prohibitation was repealed
and it took at least one or two decades to revive the sea trade of
the coastal provinces.
The fourth phase is also the last period within the scope of
this research. It extends from 1683 to the first Opium War (1840)
when indigenous development of incipient capitalism began to be
distorted and replaced by an imperialism- oriented, modern capitalist
development. It represents the highest level of incipient capitalist
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development ever present in Chinese history• Though it was still based
on the more or less the same internal conditions as in the second
phase 9 the boom in foreign trade' especially in cotton textile
products (see table 1) helped to elevate it to a higher level. This
boom in foreign trade of handicraft commodities on one hand facilitated
thee widespread emancipation of labour first in handicraft industries and fo
followed by that in agriculture, and on the other hand, required the
further growth of large scale handicraft workshops and commodity economy.
Yet t an Hu's-3theory of cyclical development of feudal economy has already
informed us, such economic boom and flourishment ®f incipient capit-
alism have the structurally intrinsic danger of the polarization of
social classes. Without exception, such economic contradiction was
manifested in peasant uprisings• But this time it did not perform
its job of destruction of political regime alone! but with the help
of foreign imperialism• 1840 marks the end of indigenous development of
Chinese feudalism as well as the incipient capitalism•
The above periodization would provide us with w historical
framework to discuss the development of incipient capitalism in the
period studied o Evidences in support of this periodization would be
presented in the following discussion of the 'necessary historical pre-
oonditions'for incipient capitalism.
It is obvious: in our scheme of periodization that only in the
second and the fourth phases would there be any progression in
incipient capitalism• The first one is a period of preparation while
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THE TREND OF COTTON TEXTILE TRADE OF CANTONTABLE Ia.
TO ENGLAND
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139,9221829-30 215,373 355, 2 95
140,1751830-31 246,189 386,364
-2 44, 643115,8781831-32 360,521
-276,41o1832-33 61,236337,646
-435.26116,3o41833-34 451, 5 65
Source of data: H.B.Morse, The Ohronicles of the East India
Company Trading to China, 35-1 3L Oxford,
1926, Vol. 2-4, Quoted in Yen Chung-Ping 1963:19.
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TARTR TB
THE VOLUME OF NATIVE CLOTH EXPORT IN THE SEA TEADL ur VRn -Lu y
TO EUROPE AND U.S.A.









SOURCE: H.B.Morse, the Chronicles of the East India Company
trading to China, 1635-1834, Oxford, 1926, Vol. 2-4
The items under Total Export includes also the volume or export
of ships other than those of British and American.
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the third stage is actually a period of retardation. We shall
focus on the development of incipient capitalism in the second
and fourth stages only. But before we start, we should first
explain the early phenomena of hired labour in Chinese history.
Records of hired labour (Ku-Yung 雇佣 or 雇庸) can
be traced up to Chin (255-209 B.C.) and Han (206 B.C.-23 A.D.)
Dynasties.5However, they are only scattered and exceptional cases
in the feudal society then and the exact content of terms of
employment is not known. Generally the earliest period of wide-
spread occurence of hired-labour accepted by most Chinese histor-
ical scientists is the Sung Dynasty, especially in the Southern
Sung period when commodity economy and the use of money in trans-
actions had a significant development. Some Chinese historical
scientists, like Ko Chang-Chi, argues that hired-labour in the
period resembles capitalistic wage labour. They base their assumpt-
ion on the occurence of large scale enterprises in certain indust-
ries like mining, chinaware manufacturing and salt production,
and the large size of workers employed by these enterprises (from
a few tens up to a few hundreds). Moreover, they put forth evidence
to show that these workers were paid by wages and the rate of
wage was in accordance to their performance.6 However, they over-
looked the importance of conditions of workers after they are
employed as the key to capitalistic wage labour. It is true that
hired workers in Sung society differs from feudal serfs and
craftsmen under the control of guild system. In Sung society,
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peasants were free to leave their villages for hired labour out-
side and the craftsmen were free to travel. It represents a
gradual loosening of the feudal bondage imposed by the state
government through the means of household registration.But
workers during the period of employment were treated brutally,
sometimes in a way similar to the domestic slaves. It is especially
the case in mining in which the mine-owner and the headman had
every right to ill-treat the miners. Also most of the large scale
industrial enterprises were directly or indirectly under the
strict control of the state government. For instance, in Shun
Chou
( 信 州 ) , every step of operation of copper mining was
supervised and managed by the government officials.7 It was
similar in iron mining. Actually the Sung government had to set
up a bureau at every important mining centre to perform a close
supervision and regulation of mining business of the people. The
government also was always the biggest buyer of the product. In
this way, most of the industrial enterprises at this period
were not independent private undertakings and it would logically
be most probable that hired labour in these undertakings
suffered from supra-economic interference by the feudal govern-
ment. It may be argued that in enterprises not under government
supervision, which were not uncommon in the period particularly
in the newly emerged industrial centres, conditions of hired
labour might resemble capitalist wage labour. It might be
possible but a close examination of state policies towards illegal,
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that is, not under government supervision, industrial under-
takings proved otherwise. There are ample evidences of govern-
ment suppression with the use of force, of the private industrial
enterprises. (Wang Fang-Chung 1960:20-23). Moreover, the mono-
poly of the best skilled workers and certain items of commodity
(eg. in the textile industry and chinaware industry), by the
state-owned enterprises would not allow the flourishing growth
of private workshops with a limited internal market.8
Here we not attempt to deny the possibility of capitalistic
wage labour in Sung society. We only want to assert that given
the level of commodity economy and the strict control and frequent
interference of the feudal government, capitalistic wage labour,
was unlikely to occur to any significant extent in this period.
We have no evidence of capitalistic wage labour (may be we need
to try harder to search for it) and instead we are informed by
ample evidences that even in the most developed industrial branches
the nature of hired labour was more feudalistic than capitalistic.
We return to our period of 1368-18Lf0. In the middle of Ming
Dynasty there are widespread records of large scale wage labour
or hired labour.
In the city of Soo Chou （ 苏 州 ）
it was recorded in 1573-
1620 that:
In the eastern part of the city resides the silk
workers...... The craftsmen halue their respect-
ive specialization. Craftsmen have their usual
employers and are employed on daily wage. If
a craftsman cannot go to work, he can find a
temporary substitute for himself among the
unemployed craftsmen..... Those unemployed
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craftsmen wait for their employer at the
bridge early in the morning. The satin
weavers stand by the Flower Bridge; the
spinners by the Kuang-Hua Temple Bridge
and those wheel-spinners
by the Lien-Chi Feng
are ten or hundred in groups, all long-
ing for employers. After taking portage
they will disperse and return home. If
the workshops reduce the work load, all
these unemployed craftsmen wil have
nothing for food and shelter."9
This extract shows:
a) In Soo Chou, in the middle of Ming Dynasty, there were
a large number of workers of silk industry belonging
not to any definite workshops. They were also not
belonging to any one of the master, apprentice or
journeymen categories of the feudal guild system;
b) Their livelihood as well as that of their family
depended on the daily wage they received if they
were employed
owner employed a certain
number of craftsmen on a daily wage basis. He owned
the means of production, the weaving or spinning
machines, while the craftsmen had.only their labour
to sell;
d) There is specialization of skill and of work in the
silk production.
It does not tell us the condition of workers after employ-
ment. But a piece of document in late Yuan Dynasty described that
There（ 濂 溪 坊 ） 。
c) The workshop
( 机 房 ）
（ 广 花 寺 桥 ）
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a weaver's claim for higher wage for his better skill was met
by the workshop and that he would leave the workshop later in
pursuit for higher income. 10
Also the above extract showed that some craftsmen were
employed on a daily basis. The reason why they were employed is
the need of their labour for production and not the whole
personality of the weaver.
Moreover, among the incidences of weaver and spinner up-
risings in Soo Chou, we cannot find any protest against excessive
treatment of the workshop owners. Instead, there are cases con-
cerning disputes over wages and others which revealed a united
struggle of the workers and the workshop owners against the
11
feudal government.
The wage labour conditions in Soo Chou is not an except-
ional and isolated case. In the cotton textile industry in Sung
Kiang Fu, silk industry in Wu Kiang Hsien and Chen Che Hsien,
and vegetable oilindustry in Chia Hsing, to quote some examples,
we can also find similar conditions of wage labour. (Han Ta-
Ch'eng 1957). In the case of vegetable oil industry in Shih Men
Chen of Chia Hsing, we learn that most of the 800 workers were
individuals from the neighbourhood who had not any belongings
and that they were so intimately associated that even the work-
shop owners were afraid of them.12
Besides the handicraft industries, in agriculture we also
discover a common practice of hired labour. Actually the practice
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of hired labour for farming had existed for a long time. What
the period of middle Ming Dynasty differs from the previous
period is not only the more widespread adoption of this practice
(in terms of geographical distribution and frequrncy), but also
change in the relationship between the hired hand and his employer.13
Fu I-Ling ( 傅 衣 凌 ） has listed three points of
differences. First, the hired labourers were often paid in silver
and it was stated explicitly in the contract. Second, labour
contract was bilateral, unlike the unilateral (on the part of
the labourer alone) practice in Yuan Dynasty. Finally, there was
less visible personality dependence and unjust treatment of the
hired labourer. Fu quoted the observation of the author of Chen
Shih rung Shu ( 沈 氏 农 书 ） 'Book of 'Agriculture of the change
in the attitude of the employer towards hired labourers: besides
wage, the labourer would work efficiently only if they were pro-
vided with wine and meals. 14 This change in the relationship
from one of strict obedience before the period 1522-1566 is in
accordance with the change in the local social custom. Observat-
ion of status-difference was reported to be loosened after 1521
by the author of Wu-Kiang Hsien-Chih.15 This reflects the fact
that development of wage labour with less feudal supra-economic
exploitation is not an isolated trend. It is indeed a part and
result (and cause as well) of a much broader societal development:
the advancement of commodity economy and its subsequent effect on
the social institutional order. The change in the slogan and its
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reasoning of peasant uprising in late Ming confirms this too.16
In 1588, the law defining the status of hired labourer was
amended to legitimize the status of the Tuan-Kung (Short-term
hired labourer 短 工 ） as equivalent to ordinary people. They
were no longer discriminated before the law (Fu I-Ling 1961:69,
Lin Yung-Ch' eng 1972:319-321). This amendment reflects something
more than the phenomenon of widespread practice of short-term
hired labour and anti-discrimination struggle of the hired labourers,
It marks a much further advance in emancipation of labour since
the abolishment of the Tang legal code which equated hired labourer
with hereditary slaves (Fu I-Ling 1961:67) Though Chang-Kung (Long-
term hired labourer 長 工 ) was still given the same legal status
as domestic servants and thus discriminated, those who did not
have any labour contract with employers were not bound by this law.
The above evidences may convince us in the occurence of
capitalistic wage labour in the middle of Ming Dynasty (at the
turning of 16th and 17th century). However, application of our
evidence is mainly confined to the lower Yangtze Valley, espec-
ially in the case of wage labour in handicraft industry. Cutside
this developed part of China, capitalistic wage labour is a rare
phenomenon, even in the large scale operation of mining extract-
17
ion.
The time when spatial extension of capitalistic wage labour
in the national economy becomes significant is not only in the
Ch'ing Dynasty under the rule of Emperor Kao Tsung (1736-1795).
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At that time, in some of the relatively more advanced handicraft
industries, like silk weaving, paper manufacture and cotton textile
industry, the wage labourers were basically relieved of feudal
bondage. Means of production belonged to the workshop owners. Wage
level was commensurate with the performance of the workers. There
is one example in paper manufacture industry that additional wage
would be paid if the amount of work performed exceeded a certain
standard(Liu Yung-Ch'eng 1972:315). The labour contract stated
explicitly that the hired labourer stood on equal footing with
the workshop owner. There was not any status difference between
them and the workers dined with the workshop owner (Liu Yung-
Ch' eng 1972:315-7).
Such conditions of employment can*be readily identified as
belonging to the type of capitalistic wage labour.
However, at the stage of incipient capitalism there would
not be a complete abandonment of feudal bondage. Even in Soo Chou,
workers in the paper manufacture industry and silk weaving were
still subject to control of feudal institutions. For instance, the
government with an aim to suppress protest and revolt of the
workers set up a pao-chia system (the ward and tithing system) to
supervise the daily life of workers( liu Yung-Ch' eng 1972:31,17).
The guild of silk weavers had also tried to prohibit and suppress
the strike of the weavers for higher wages (Liu Yung-Ch' eng 1959)
In the mining industries, despite the explicit statement of no
master-servant relationship ( 無 主 撲 関 系 ） 18 we can still
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find many cases of maltreatment of miners.
Nevertheless, all these do not refute the assertion that
capitalistic wage labour did exist in Ch'ing Dynasty, but rather
they point to the peculiar nature of capitalistic wage labour under
incipient capitalism: capitalistic wage labour ecisted mainly in
the more advanced industries and in the more advanced region (a
result of the uneven development of Chinese society).
Table Two lists some examples of large workshops in various
industrial branches, The spread of large workshops to even the
relatively backward region of the Northwest (eg. in Shensi Province)
signifies the spatial advancement of incipient capitalism.
In the field of agriculture, the rapid development of
capitalistic wage labour is even more readily identified.
The legal code of Ch'ing Dynasty states that hired'labourers
(Ku-Kung-Jen
雇 工 人 ）
have equal status with ordinary people as
well as with their former master once their term of employment
is completed (Liu Yung-Ch'eng 1972:325). In 1788 the Imperial
government decreed that hired labourers of the tenants (rich
peasants) had the same legal status as their employers. Hired
labourers in this case included both long-term and short-term
hired labourers (Liu Yung Ch'eng 1972:319).
Table Three shows a geographical distribution of 34 cases
of agricultural hired labour in which hired labourers have the
same status as the employer.
Table Four presents the geographical distribution of 888
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NO. OF HIRED LABOURERSNO. OF WORKSHOPSPLACETIMEINDUSTRY
not less than several200 300Ching,re--:ner.1743China-ware
hundred thousands
Kiansimanufacture






LARCE SCALE WORKSHOPSIN TEXTILE INDUSTRY , PAPER MANUFACTUREAND
TABLE TWO
CHINA - WARE MANUFACTUREIND STRYIN CH ' ING DYNASTY0
NO . OF HIRED LABOURERSNO . OF WORKSHOPSPLACETIMEINDUSTRY
not less than 10 , 000Cloth - pressingSoochou , KiangsuCotton textile 1720
workshops about 300Industry
19 , 000Cloth - pressingSoochou , Kiangsu1730
workshops 450
50 , 000weaving workshopsFu Shan Shen1833
2 , 500Kuangtung
by thousandsmore than 100Yung hsien ,1662Paper
Kuangsi1722manufacture
over 800Soochou , Kiangsu1793 about 30
for large workshop100 - 200over 1401822 Shensi
small workshop40 - 50
numerous1823 Han - chumFu 45
Shensi
not less than a few tensSi - hsiang1823 38
hsien . Shensi for each workshop.
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cases of agricultural hired labour.
These two tables demonstrate that:
a) Practice of hired labour in agriculture became wide-
spread in China proper in the period of 1736-1795.
b) In this period Lower Yangtze Valley did not stand as
an exception as in Ming Dynasty.
c) Capitalistic wage labour became also a common practicE
in China proper after this period.
The above discussion convinces us of the widespread adoption
of capitalistic wage labour ever since the middle of Mina-Dynasty
and especially after 1736-1795. A parallel development of emancip-
ation of the status of craftsmen in the government-owned industrial
enterprises also confirms this trend (See Appendix I).
Development of capitalistic wage labour is not an isolated
incidence in the society. Actually it is closely wedded to the
much broader development of commodity economy in the society of
which it is at the same time, one of the causes and results.
As we have already mentioned in Chapter Two, and following
Engels, wage labour turns to capitalistic form only when the
necessary historical pre-conditions are ripen. These historical
pre-conditions are the development of commodity economy and the
corresponding changes in the economic institutions.
In order to establish firmly the assertion that incipient
capitalism existed in Ming and Ch'ing Dynasties from 1368-1840,
in the following paragraphs we shall present evidences showing
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the advanced level of commodity economy ( in terms of development
of handicraft industries , of commercializationof agriculture ,
of internal andforeign trade , and the correspondingchanges in the
economicinstitutions. eg . the land tax system . )
After more than one and a half centuries of social stability ,
the middle of Ming Dynasty , that is , in the second section accord -
ing to our periodization, had not only recovered from the damage
caused by the Mongol invasion and peasant uprisings , but the
development of commodity economy also reached a level which was
the highest in the past two or three thousandyears in . China .
Handicraft industry and large workship extended far beyond
the triangular region in Lower Yangtze Valley . Though largely
concentratedin the more ' developed' Southern part of the country ,
we could find scattered centres of handicraft industries in the north
Table Five is a list of the important centres of various
handicraft industries .
To support these handicraft industries , there must be a
highly commercializedagriculture so as to provide the industries
with raw materials , and to feed the urban population. In Table Six
we can see that not only rice , silk and cotton , the basic items
fob food and industrial raw materials , had become commodity.
Cultivationof fruits , tobaccos and tea was also geared to market -
ing . It signifies the raising level of living and the wealth of the
urban population .
Table Seven shows a list of important commercial centres in
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TABLE IV CASES OF AGRICULTUAL WAGE-LABOUR IN CH'ING DYNASTY (1644- 1840)
TOTAL NO. OF CASES IN EACH DYNASTY
NO. OF



















13 271 4KUANGTUNG 45
14 221KUANGSI 5




SOURCE: Li Yung-Ch'en 1972
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TABLE FIVE IMPORTANT INDUSTRIAL CENTERS- IN MING DYNASTY: 13bO-1 b44 A.D
Important centresBranch of industry
Soochou (including Wu-Kiang Hsiensilk spinning &




cotton textile Sung-Kiang (Kiangsu)
dyeing Wu-Hu (Kiangsu)
Ching-K'ou (Kiangsu)
chinaware Ching-Te Chen (Kiangsi)








iron (blast furnace) Fu-Shan (Kwangtung)
T' ai-T' sang (Kiangsu)cotton processing
wine brewing Heng-Yang (Hunan)
Hui-Chi (Chekiang)
Wu Hu (Chekiang)rice grinding
Shih-Men Chen (Chia-Hsing, Chekiang)vegetable oil
SOURCES: Han Ta-Ch'eng: 1957: 1- 102; Huang P' ei-Chin 1957: 201- 262
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Oranges T' ai-Hu (Kiangsu)
Ch'u-Chow (Chikiang)










SOURCE: Han Ta-Ch' eng (1957:1- 102)
Huang P' ei-Chin (1957: 201 2b 2)
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IMPORTANT TRADING CENTRES FOR HANDICRAFT INDUSTRYTABLE VII
AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
Yang Chou. Nanking. Hans Chou. Soo Chou.Textile Industry:
Chi-Nan, K'ai-Feng, Sung Kiang, Ch'iang Chou,Food Grains Trading
Centres: Ching Chou, Nan Ch'ang, Ch'eng-Tu.
Hsin Chou, Ch'ih Chou, Hu Chou, Hsu Chou.Stationeries and
Printing:
Ta T'ung, Ktai-Yuent T'ao Chou, Ho Chou,Tea and Horse
Trading Centres
Ta Li.
Ch'uan Chou, Kuang Chou, Ning PoSea Ports:
SOURCE OF MATERIAL: Li Hsun: 44
See also Appendix III
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the middle of Ming Dynasty. These centres owed their rise and
prosperty to the flourishing trade transactions of industrial
and agricultural commodities.
From these tables, it can be noted that the extent of commod-
ity economy had greatly enlarged since the Sung Dynasty. If we
add the government-controlled trade in the north with the minority
people at the border: the tea and horse market trade, it could
forcefully claim that Ming China after 1522 had proceeded onto
a high level of commercial development with a national market
readily in formation.
Two kinds of figures can illustrate the level of commercial
development and commodity production at that time.
First is the surplus China got from its new trade partner,
Portugual. In 1522-72 China received over five million tae is of
silver trade surplus from the Portugese. In 1575-1644 through the
official customs station at Kuang Chou (Canton) and Ch'uan Chou
alone, China got a trade surplus. e xcee ding 100 million taels of
silver.l a The items for these foreign trade were silk and silk-
products, tea and chinaware. This amount constituted only a minor
part of the foreign trade of Ming China. Though we lack' information
on the magnitude of trade transactions of the northern tea and
horse market (both government-operated and illegal private under-
takings) and the frequently suppressed trade with Japan, the
Philippines, and countries in S.E. Asia, South Asia and Coastal
area of E. Africa and the Middle East, we may, with reasons, conclude
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that Ming China at that time was one of the biggest trading countries
in the world and had the most enormous silver inflow. Despite the
government prohibition of silver as legal tender, such huge inflow
of silver and intensive involvement in long-term trade, domestic
and foreign as well, had forced the government to drop the prohibit-
ion and eventually legitimize the use of silver as legal tender.
(Fu I-Ling 1965:4-6). This standardized use of silver had further
facilitated the growth of commerce and trade. Also the huge amount
of profits gained from trade and the existing demand for hand-
craft and agricultural commodities easily entailed investment in
handicraft industries and commercial agriculture. It is thus no
wonder that handicraft workshop could employ several tens of
workers and in towns like Chen-Che and Cheng-Che, there were several
thousand brokers and handicraft workshops. hile in the case of
Soo Chou, workshop owners and workers occupied half of the city,
the merchants, the other. (Chen Che Hsien Chi, Wu Hsien Chih 1933
and Wu Kiang Hsien Chi). It also renders comprehensible the regional
specialization of commercial agriculture as shown in Table Six.
The second kind of figure is the huge amount of cotton cloth
annually required by the Ming government. Between 1465-1501 the
figure amounted to 15 to 20 million rolls each year. It was coll-
ected from the people in the form of part of the normal tax or
substitutes of land and head taxes. In places where cotton were
grown and people knew how to spin and weave, each household ,could
pay with their own family product. But in most parts of the country,
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people have to purchase cotton cloth in order to complete the tax
requirement (Yen Chung-P'ing 1963:28-33),
The enormous amount of cotton cloth required by government
and the extensive domestic trading of cotton cloth from Sung Kiang
Fu20 indicates the existence of a very large market for this
commodity. In turn, cotton textile industry in Sung Kiang and
other centres in Lower Yangtze Valley required a supporting base
of cotton cultivation far exceeding the capacity of Shanghai, Chia-
Ting, and T'ai-T'sang. It was recorded that every year raw cotton
was shipped from the north to supply industry in the south. It means
first the formation of national market with frequent commodity
exchange involving most areas of the nation. Secondly, it indicates
the involvement of millions of people in the north and south in
the industry and agriculture of cotton. Since cotton cloth is
cheaper and more wearable than jute cloth, up to that moment the
kind of cloth worn by the common people, consumers of this commodity
include also ordinary people. This commodity production thus had
a much firmer base of market than other handicraft industry like
silk weaving, papermanufacture etc. whose consumers were mainly
the previleged minority of the society and the wealthy.
In the Lower Yangtze Valley, especially in Shanghai and
Chia-Ting we learn that the majority of the cultivated acreage
was devoted for cotton cultivation as it was more profitable than
paddy rice growing. The peasants in this region had turned into
farmers of market-oriented cash-crops cultivation. The age-old
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subsistence farming was in this way outrun by the commercialized
cash-crop farming (Li Hsun:1O1-7). The intensive labour requirement
and the high profitability of cotton cultivation led to the
increase in market-value of hired labour. As a result, capitalistic
wage labour began to appear in the region.
In the latter part of 16th century, cotton cultivation grad-
ually spread to northern China (Yen Chung P'ing 1963:5-6 Wang
Chung-Lo 1957:17) and in Table Seven, we can-find Tui-Chou in
Shangtung as an important region. It can then be inferred that the
age-old persistence of subsistence farming in China faced the power-
ful (profit-stimulated) challenge from cash-crop farming (spear-
headed by cotton). In the Ch'ing period, such trend of development
eventually led to the widespread occurence of capitalistic wage
labour even in the northern part of China which was economically
less developed (See Table Three and Four).
Apart from the development of handicraft industries, commer-
cialization of agriculture and long distance trade, the second
section of our periodization scheme shows a different pattern of
urbanization compared with the previous period.
In this period, most of the large cities expanded on the
basis of commerce and handicraft industries. For instance, the
city of Sung Kiang had to be rebuilt for expansion in 1554 because
of the over-population caused by the ever-increasing inflow of
workers and merchants (Han Ta-Ch'en 1957:59). Lin Ching and Hang
Chou had a population of about a million (Huang P'ei-Chin 1957:211).
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In the Lower Yangtze Valley , the emerging city of Shanghai had
a population amounting to several hundred thousands . Even in
towns like Chen Che Chen and P ' ing Wang Chen in Wu Hsien , pop -
ulation expanded rapidly . Chen Che Chen was a silk weaving centre .
In Yuan Dynasty it had less than a hundred householdsand was only
granted the status of village , no trace of urbanism did exist .
But it expandedto three or four hundred householdsin 1465 - 1487 ,
a time correspondingto the start of silk weaving industry in
this plane , and to two or three thousandhouseholdsin 1522 - 1566 .
Because of the developmentof silk industry , Chen Che Chen finally
elevated its status in the government administrationto that of
hsien in 1726 .
Urban growth , which was based on political reasons and some -
times on commercialreasons in the Sung and Yuan Dynasties , enjoyed
a more sustained developmentfrom Ming Dynasty onwards .
For example , Shanghai Chen ( town ) had been quite prosperous
in the Yuan Dynasty . Contemporarywriter had remarked that it was
the biggest town northeast of Sung Kiang in the region . However ,
when the local official trading station
prosperity of Shanghai diminished suddenly ( quoted in Chinese
History Department, People ' s University of China
1958 : 303 ) . It is only in the middle of Ming Dynastywhen cotton
cultivation became flourishing in this area that Shanghai re - emerged
as an important trading centre and since then it had no record of
decline anymore .
( 市 舶 司 )
was closed ,
中 国 人 民 大 学 中 国 历 史 教 研 室
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During the Ming Dynasty we had no documentation of decline
in urban centres except under the excessive exploitation of the
feudal government or from wars. Under the rule of the Emperor
shen Tsung (1573-1620) eunuches were sent by the emperor personally
to extract wealth from the people and officials as well. This
resulted in industrial and commercial retardation because of the
excessive exploitation and insecurity of investent .Lu-An, the
large silk weaving centre in the north became an empty city because
the merchants and the workshop owners all fled to avoid the brutal
exploitation of theeunuch who was in charge of the handicraft
industry there (see Lu-An Fu-Chih 潞 安 府 志
The disasterous peasant uprisings in the northern and dentral
part of china and massacres of the Manchus in the eastern part of
china had wiped away the prosperty of commodity economy and urban
growth culminated in the Ming Dynasty. The Lower Yangtxee Valley
suffered most in this period (1597-1683)because of its tough res-
istence to the Manchu conquerers (Lai chia Tu 1957:195-214, Yang
k'uan 1957:215-225). It took soo chou almost thirty years after
the establishment of ch'ing Dynasty to recover from the damage it
received. shang Yueh ( 尚 钺 ) argued that the barbaric destruct-
ion of the Manchus was one of the reasons for the relative under-
development of chinese Economy in comparison with Western Europe
in the 19th century. (1957:160-230) otherwise china would be far
advaneed than westrn Europe as the level of commodity aconomy in
Ming Dynasty was far superior to that of Ming Dynasty.
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Nevertheless, despite the retardation in the period 1597-1683,
the foundation laid in 1426-1597 was able to revive again in the
next period of social stability (1683-1840) and elevate the level
of commodity economy to even a higher level.
In Table Two above we can see the widespread extension of large
workshop in various industrial branches in China. It is accompanied
by further commercialization in agriculture (Li Chih-Ch'in 1957:
263-357), which led even to the establishment of experimental farm
for diffusion of advanced farming techniques in Kiangsu (Li Chih-
Ch'in 1957:344).
Table Eight and Nine illustrate the higher level of commodity
economy in Ch'ing Dynasty up to 1840 as reflected indirectly from
statistics in domestic and foreign trade tax.
The above evidences have adequately demonstrated the high level
of commodity ceonomy developed in the Ming and Ch'ing Dynasties up
to 1840. However, we should not exagerate the development of
incipient capitalism implied by it. Such high level of commodity
economy was still limited to the Southeastern coastal provinces of
the country. The other parts of the country remained in subsistence
economy basing on family as unit of production. There was hardly
any large scale handic±aft production except mining industries
which had no direct impact on the existing economic structure. In
the evidences presented above we can easily find that there are
little examples of commodity production in regions apart from the
coastal provinces. Moreover, the majority of examples of ex higher
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25,600 30,00013,000 35,337YANG-CHOU QUOTA
163,79049,884 144,568REVENUE COLLECTED
20,00063,80083,000LIN-CHING 76,271QUOTA
36.466 48,376REVENUE COLLECTED 37,376
HO-SI-WU 30,00035,84732,000QUOTA 46,000
82,533 67,757REVENUE COLLECTED 40,464(TIENTSIN)
HSIUNG-WEN- QUOTA 89,92969,929
MEN 253,409 102,175102,175REVENUE COLLECTED
SOURCE OF DATA: Liu Tsui-Yung, 1969:58-63.
130,078
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MAY CJTTnmt MR ALL COMMERCIAL TAX STATIONS IN MING DYNA6TI
TABLE IX A
UNIT: TAELS
ORIGINAL QUOTA IN 16441626
NO OF TAX STATIONS: oTHE EARLY MING
261,401480.929343 99 29
SOURCE OF DATA: Liu Tsui-Yung 1969:5b-63
REVENUES COLLECTED FROM COMMERCIAL TAX STATIONS IN CHIING DYNASTYTABLE IX B
UNIT: TAELS
184.918131670
NO. OF TAX STATIONS:
1,543,391 4,368,003 4,237,292 28 in 1670, 29 in 1813
1849
SOURCE OF DATA: Liu Tsui-Yung 1969:58-63
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level of development in from the Lower Yangtze Valley. This
phenomenon reflects the uneven pattern of economic development
in China.
Changes in the institutional order reflects the same un-
evenness. Capitalistic wage labour emerged first in Lower Yang-
tze Valley and particularly in regions surrounding Soo Chou.
Payment of tax in cash and tenure in cash also first appeared
in this region. It was only in the middle of Ch'ing Dynasty
that examples of capitalistic wage labour, payment of tax in
cash and tenure in cash spread widely into the other parts of
the country (Fu I-Ling 1963:2-5).
The important fiscal reforms in Ming and Ch'ing China
followed a similar pattern of geographical diffusion.
The Single Whip System, which combined land tax, head
tax and obligatory labour service together in a single method
of taxation according to landownership, originated from the equal-
ization of land tax, head tax and obligatory labour service in
the Lower Yangtze Valley. The best known cases were those carried
out by the Kiangnan Hsun-Fu
in the Kiangnan and especially in Soo Chou Fu in 1569. It was
at first strongly resisted by the local landlords and Hai Shui
was demoted under the pressure of these landlords and tneir
political representatives at the court. In several years later,
when the Whip system was decreed to be observed in the whole
nation it was accepted by peorle in the Kiangnan region while
Hai Shui( 江 南 巡 撫 ) ， （ 海 瑞 ）
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it was protested against by landlords in the Shantung Province.
This reflects the rapid development of commodity economy in the
Kiangnan region. Landlords welcomed such a system in the later
period simply because they were no longer traditional landlordd,
but landlords who had intensive commercial and handicraft indust-
rial involvement. Their more profitable non-agricultural engage-
ments were not hindered in any way, and the amount of tax required
to pay would even be reduced. We shall discuss in detail in the
context of local and national class structure in Chapter Six.
To sum p, incipient capitalism undoubtedly did occur in
the Ming trod Ch'ing Dynasties up to 1840, Primarily in the Kiang-
nan/ Lower Yangtze valley region. Its historical pre-conditions
had ripen earlier in this region than in other parts of the country.
The geographical extension of commodity economy and institutional
reforms in the middle of Ming and Ch'ing Dynasties demonstrate
such unevenness and spatial movement of the development of
incipient capitalism. This peculiar pattern of dcZ aloprri3Xt a.a
a significant bearing on the local and national class structure. Inn
the next two chapters we shall examine the class structure and the
role of the landlord class within this class structure with respect
to the pattern of incipient capitalistic development aforementioned.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER IV
1 Phase one and phase two the scheme or perioaization set by
Han Ta-Ch'eng (1957:100-102).
2 See footnote one.
3 Yen Chung-p'ing 1963:5-6.
4 Hu Ju-lui 1962.
5 C.f. Ko Change-chi 1957:23; Lo Yao-chiu 1962:80. Oringinal
sources of data are Shih-Chi 史 記 and Han Shu 漢 書
6 C.f. Ko Change-chi 1957 Section two item three : capitalistic
wage labour relationship.
7 Quoted in Wang Fang-chung 1960:25. The copper mines were
owned by the government but leased out to the rich households.
8
Meng Wen-T'ung (1961) has analysed the figures of commercial
taxes in Sung dynasty (1068) and found that :
a) cities with the highest commercial tax revenue were
capitals of chous and provinces. They were primary
political centers .(46)
b) there did not show the existence of any long distance
trade as tax stationm with high revenue were often
surrounded by those with low amount of tax revenue
(47-48).
a) objects for commercial taxation were daily necessities
and included also non-commodities, like travellers,
and land (48). It can be compared with the work of
Lawrence J.C. Ma (1971).
9 The Collection of Past and Present Publications 古 今 圖 書 集
成 vol.676, section on Soochou Fu, quoted in Fu I-ling 1963:62.
The historical reliability of this extract can be proved by similar des-
cription in extracts from other sources , e.g. Chiang Ch'eng-hua
蒋 成 化 西 台 漫 記 vol.4,(Chiang was a official in 1567-1572)
Imperial records of Ming dynasty: Emperor Shen Tsung, vol.361
July 1602 ; and A combined collection of records 紀 錄 彙 編
vol.167, Ken-chieh Collection 庚 巳 編 vol.4, section on
Cheng Hao 鄭 灝
10
Hsu K'uei's 徐 燕 Conversation with the weaver. Hsu
wrote this essay in the period between 1350 and 1356 (Peng Che-i
1960:431). Cheng T'en-ting( in Chinese Ancient History Section,
History Dept.,Nanking University 1960:457-474) had questioned the
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reliability of this document, but his aoubie was oases on a wrong
version of the essay and therefore, could not be accepted (Peng
Che-i 1960:475,487).
11See Appendix three
12 The statement descrobed conditions in 1590 See Tu Shen
( 杜 森 ） and K'uang Shih-ptei compiled and edited, Shih Men Hsien Chih
1668vol.7, Shin Men Chen Chang Hsien T'ing Stone Inscripion
( 石 門 鎮 彰 寓 亭 碑 記 ）
13In Hu-Chou, Soochou Fu, Wu Kiang Hsien, and places in
Chekiang, Kiangsi, Shantung 9 Honan, Fukien, Kwangtung, Shensi
etc. (Han Tar-oh'eng,1957 : 52-54) In Shantung and other parts in
Northern Chinaa., see Fu I-ling 1961:69-70
l4 Fu I--ling 1961:68. The Book of Agriculture was written in
the period of 1628-1644 oThe author was ai native of Lower Yangtze
Valley.
15Wu Kiang Hsien Chih vol.13, section 3, quoted in Han Ta-
Chleng 1957:36• Han has remarked that similar observation were
easy to be found. (1957:86 fn.)•
16 Fu I-ling 1955.
17 Li Lung-ch'ien 1960:230-231. The absence of capitalist wage
labour in the mining industry of Yunan was, he claimed, aa result
of the uneven pattern of development of the entire national
economy.
18 Peng Che-i Source data of recent uninese History of Handi-
craft industries ( 中 国 近 代 工 業 史 资 料 )
Peking, vol.l, p.400-401 .
l9 Lian Feng-chung
20 Cotton cloth was traded to Fukien in million rolls (Li Hsun
106-7), also in the same amount to Shansi and Shensi (Shang Yueh
1957:187), to Hu-Kuang, Kuangtung, Kuangsi, Chilhi, and
Szechuan (Han Tai-ch' eng 1957 and Huang P' ei-chin 1957) It was
recorded that only in Sung Kiang, not the entire fu containing
several hsiens, could produce 10,000 rolls a day (Fu I-ling
1954:23), and the silver brought here by the Shansi merchant
for purchasing cotton cloth amounted to several hundred thousand
taels of silver for a single year (Shang Yueh 1957:187)
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CHAPTERV
CLASS STRUCTUREIN THE PERIOD OF INCIPIENT
CAPITALISMIN CHINA 1358 - 1840
At the stage of the emergenceof incipient capitalismtwo diff -
erent modes of the productionin China co - existed : Chinese feudalism
and incipient capitalism . Each mode of productionsupported a set of
classes and class relationships. Within the national boundary these
2 sets of classes and class relationshipsmixed together in the same
way as the 2 modes of production intermingledin the national economic
structure . Basing on their relations to the means of productionin the
two modes of production, we can enumeratethe following classes .
In Chinese feudalism , land was the primary means of production.
The possessionof land defined the existence of 2 classes . The landlord
class owned the land and the tenant class ploughedothers ' land .
Besides these 2 primary classes there . are 2 more derivationsfrom them
if we add tenure relationshipto be the criteria of class . From the
landlord class there is a sector of owner - cultivatorswho possessed
land but in an amount just sufficient( most of the times even below the
level of sufficiency) for the livelihood of their households. Unlike
the landlords , owner - cultivatorsdid not hold any political and social
as well as economicalpower in the society . In the cyclical movement
of Chinese feudalism this class appeared to be the transitory class ,
which was readily dissolved into either landlords or more probably
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tenants and landless hired labourers during period of crisis. The
acreage of land owned by the owner-cultivators was limited to the
amount just sufficient for household consumption and reproduction.
The actual acreage differed according to the economic and geographical
condition of the region. In Soochow region it was 10 mous in Ming and
Ch'ing society for paddy growing (Chen Chen-han 1955: 125-6)o Another
transitory class is the variant derived from the class of landless
tenants. The tenants at least possess the right to plough a particular
land and to own the harvest notwithstanding a heavy cost. Sometimes,
if the land was fertile and if it was commercial farming, the tenant
might have an opportunity to accumulate wealth from the sale of farm
products, with only a meagre return. Besides' the residual stratum
of slaves, this class is the lowest one in the hierarchy of social
status. Like the owner-cultivator class, wide-spread occurrence of
this class is only at a definite phrase of the feudal cycle. This
time, it is the crisis period, when the concentration of landowner-
ship had driven a huge number of peasants away from their land. This
class had the potential to develop into the capitalistic wage labour-
er under incipient capitalism if the socio-economic conditions allow.
Chinese feudalism also had an urban component. In cities or towns
there were craftsman shops and many service shops, such as the most
prevailing tea houses and restaurants. Arising from these economic
activities there were groups of craftsman, including masters, apprentices
and journeymen, nd the 'service workers'. including shopkeepers, wait-
ers, cooks, domestic servants, accountants and so on. Because of their
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insignificant number and dependence on the merchants and landlords,
they were subsidiary classes. Sometimes, it is doubtful whether they
were entitled to be categorized as classes since the separation of
means of production in the first group and means of service in the
second group was incomplete.
The emergence of incipient capitalism gave rise to two major
classes. There was the class of'workshop-owners which is the prototype
of capitalists in mature capitalism. The other class was the one
which sells labour. They were capitalistic wage workers. The relation-
ship between these 2 major classes exhibited certain features of
feudal supra-ecoriomic exploitation. However, in the later period andi
in place where incipient capitalism was most developed, such as the
region of Lower Yangtze Valley, the capitalistic nature of labour
conditions was more prominent.,(See our discussion on capitalistic
wage labour in Chapter three),
Bridging these two modes of production was the class of mer-
chants. As we have mentioned in the part of theorectical framework,
commercial activities served two purposes in a period of emerging
incipient capitalism. On one hand, it served the limited demand for
commodities, both luxurious and daily necessities, made by the land-
lord class and the state government and its bureaucracy. On the other
hand, commercial activities promoted and in turns were promoted by
the development of commdity economy economy and its social agents-
merchants in Chinese feudalism.In the stage of incipient capitalism
commodity economy had developed to an extent that merchants became
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a powerful social group on the basis of their control of handicraft
industries, either by usury and direct investment or by monopsony of
industrial product. With the rise of commercialized cash crop farming,
capital of these merchants was also attracted to this field again
through the channels of direct investment, usury and monopoly of
products. With the further growth of incipient capitalism, merchants
originated from the limited circulation of commodities in Chinese
feudalism were being gradually transformed into industrial, financial,
commercial or agricultual capitalists. In this sense, they were akin
to the workshop or mine-owners class. Also because of this, merchants
should be more accurately categorized as a transitory class in the
period of incipient capitalism. Given the dominance of Chinese
feudalism in national economic structure and social institutional
order, it should not be surprising to find the majority of merchants,
to own a huge amount of land and to occupy also positions in the hierar-
chy of officialdom. Documentation of rich households having no land-
ownership was found mainly in scattered centers in the country. And
these centers situated almost without exception in the lower Yangtze
Valley. We may formulate a continuum of sub-groups of landlords basing
on this fact. At one pole is the merchant-landlords who were still
closely linked to income from land. At the opposite pole is the land-
less merchants whose capital investment lied mainly in commerce and
handicraft industry. In some cases, they might engage in capitalistic
farming by renting large piece of land for cash-crop cultivation or
gardening. This continuum of sub-groups of merchants runs parallel
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to and is defined by another continuum of the development of incipient
capitalism. This continuum has Chinese feudalism and incipient capital-
ism at the two opposite poles, while in the middle of it, we find
varying degree of intermingling of the two modes of production.
The above is a conceptual delineation of number of classes
existing under the two modes of production of Chinese feudalism and
incipient capitalism. In order to present the class structure in this
period, we have also to state the relationships between all these
classes as well as the major class contraditions.
However, before we proceed to do so, we need to clarify the
difference in conditions in the national class structure and the local
class structure. The prominent development of incipient capitalism in
the region of lower Yangtze Valley had transformed tremendously the
local class structure and thus, turned it into a distinct pattern
resembled in no way by class structure in localities outside the
region. Because of the limited growth of incipient capitalism in
the country as a whole, national class structure remained more or
less intact. Yet, given the growing reliance of the nation on the
wealth of Lower Yangtze Valley which is easily demonstrated by the
disproportionate amount of land taxation and grain tax required by
the Government (see Chou Liang-hsiao), the distinct pattern of local
class structure gradually initiated changes in the national class
structure with forces out of its proportion of population or acreage
of land. Nevertheless, national class structure, by definition, means
the manifestation of the relationships of the various classes on the
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basis of their relative strength in the nation as a whole. Since the
national society was stell dominated by Chinese feudalism, the major
classes were still those of the landlords and tenants of Chinese
feudalism. Merchants, woekshop and mine-owners, and capitalistic wage
labourers were stell subordinate to these two major classes despite
the fact that the latter faced a big challenge.
The relationship between the two major classes, the landlords and
tenants, as in the local class structure in lower Yangtze Valley was
one of exploitation and ceaseless conflicts. They were by definition
contradictory in their interests and because of the dominance of
Chinese feudalism, there was also supra-economic exploitation like
the practice of obligatory labour service and seasonal gifts. The burden
of tenure was rather heavy as it amounted to 40- 80J of the harvest.
(Chen Chen-han 1955: 128 table 2) In times of natural disasters and
crop failure, it was logical for the tenants to rise up against the
landlord class and its political agent--- the imperial government.)
In the period of our study this contradiction between landlord and tenants
is well exemplified by the ceaseless peasant uprisings which acculminated
into the nation-wide peasants rebellions against the imperial govern-
ment in late Ming and late Ch'ing. (Of course there were other factors
responsible for peasant uprisings like corruption of government
bureaucracy, and other immediate ones, but the primary causes was
definitely this contradiction between landlords and tenants as
obviously indicated by the slogans of the peasant army, e. g.
Li Tzu-ch'en's slogan was 'Stop the payment of tenure and land tax'),
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The relationshipbetween the landlords and the variant of tenants ,
the landless agricultural labourer was similar to the above one
except the contradictionwas more acute because of the more miserable
and precarious conditions of the hired labourers . In Fukien and places
in Kiangnan tenants sometimes owned the type of landownershipwhich
guaranteedthe owners ' right to plough the land ever after the land
was sold to other landlord .
As for the ' service workers ' and craftsmen, because of their
insignificancein number and of dependenceon the landlords class ,
we can hardly find any documented conflicts either internally among
themselvesor between them and other classes in the society . But with
the advancement of incipient capitalism these two sibsidiary classes
would easily transform into capitalistic wage labourer and thus having
a different relationship with other classes . In regions where incipient
capitalism had promoted a flourishing development of capitalistic
wage - labour , conflicts were thus aroused between owners of workshops
or other enterprisesand the wage labourers . Cases are documented
which reveal disputes between them on the wage level Land advance
paymentof wage ( Fu I - ling 1963 : 78 - 122 , see table , 10 ) . However
generally speaking , relationship between workshop - owners and wage
labourer was rather peaceful and often we find them struggling
against the excessive measures of theimperial government with
solidarity( Fu I - ling 1963 : 78 - 100 , see table 10 ) . It may be partly
because of the fact that handicraft industrial wageworkersin towns
and cities were mostly poor emigrants from the rural area and their
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RT.F URBAN WORKERS' REVOLTS IN MING DYNASTY 1 jbO--104.5
SIZE OF THE REVOLTPARTICIPANTSCAUSEPLACEYEAR
P1ebiansExcessive exploitation bySoo Chou11523
a eunuch
Lower sector of the 15 scholars and plebiansExcessive taxation overAnhwei1578
gentry, weavers and opposed governmentsilk and textile products
officialsplebians
Gentry, peasants and Over 109000 plebiansA just and popular officialSung Kianj1593
plebians, beggars,was due to leave Sung Kiang petitioned, picketedFu
postitutes and actors and striked, suppressionFu, the plebians petitioned
by official troopsfor an extension of tenure
Urban residents, work- Owners of workshopsExcessive exploitation bySoo Chou1601
and weavers strikedshop owners andimperial tax supervision
weavers
Mass riot and lootingGentry as leader,Soo Chou Fu Official interference with1602
plus weavers andSung Kiang the weavers
owners
Nankin€ Leader of the workers1603 Workers in textileWorkers petitioned for
millsadvanced payment penalized
1603 Chekiang Governmental purchases of Workshop owners Workshop owners fled
textile to be administered
by eunuchs
1616 Sung Kiang, Opposition of the excessive Local garrison, mass Asked for the extermin-
Shanghai, exploitation by a retired of Shanghai, Sung Ki- ation of the retired





SIZE OF THE REVOLTPARTICIPANTSCAUSESPLACEYEAR
About 10,000 plebians petitioned,PlebianicRice merchants stocxSoo Chou1620 bent up servants of the merchants
piled in order to
raise price
Over 10,000 people opposed the un-
An official from the Gentry, plebians,Soo Chou1626 fair trial, attacked the imperialhandicraft workersMinistry of Personnel
guards sent by the eunuch, local
was wrongly accused
officials could not interfereby the eunuch clique
Destroyed the property of thePlebiansPrice of rice went up,Soo Chou1640
wealthy merchants, popular strike,
serious inflation
set fire to the house of the rice
merchants
Several thmusand plebians lootedPlebiansSung Kiang Summer drought, price of1641
the houses of wealthy merchants.rice went up, merchants
refused to lower the Local officials tried to protect
the storehouses and jails. Riceprice
retaillers also closed their shops
for fear of the mob
SOURCE OF MATERIAL: See Appendix Four
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livelihood depended solely on their cooperation with the workshop--
owners, given the existence of a keen competition for employment. For
example, in Soochow there existed a huge amount of unemployed workers 2.
It may be partly because of the relatively higher income workers received
from their work in the workshops. An indirect example may show the
extent of the relative higher level of income in handicraft industrial
work. Chang Li-hsiang had calculated that two ordinary women in Wu Hsien
could gain thirty taels of net profit in a year (Fu I-ling 1963:35).
Chang died at the end of the seventeenth century.- During this time the
cost for one mou of cultivated land was only one or two taels in Ching-
Kiang or two to five taels in Wu-Shih. Both :of the two places are in
the province of Kiangsu (Chen Chen-han 1955:139)*
Merchants, as the term implied, derived their wealth from
commercial transactions of industrial and agricultural commodities.
And as already implied by our continuum of merchants in the above
section, within this class there exists several possible sections of
merchants. The nature of these sections is determined by two factors:
a) the type of commodities they handled and b) the other economic
engagements of the merchants.
These two factors are closely interrelated. If the major items
of commodities a merchant handles are those of handicraft industrial
products, it is natural for him in the pursuit of higher and secured
profit to control the source of the commodities. In this way he may
control the producers of the commodities through extending credit and
loans to them, often in times when it is most needed such as the
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seeding season for cash crops. Or the merchant may monopolise the
collection network of the commodity in a particular region. The most
capitalistic way is to invest directly in the handicraft industry or
commercial farming. Which way is chosen depends on local socio-economic
as well as geographic conditions. For instance, before the single whip
system was practised land taxes were so heavy that direct investment
in land for commercial farming was far less economical than monopolisation
of collection network or offering credit and loans to the cotton
cultivators. Moreover, given the presence of a large proportion of land
owned by the privileged landlords, it was difficult to purchase adequate
amount of land for commercial farming. In the other hand, in places
where geographical conditions did not allow the growth of industrial
cropa and where it was too far away from population centers of high
purchasing power, it was logical for merchants to refrain centers of
high purchasing power, it was logical for merchants to refrain from
investment other than in commerce and land for tenure. (Because of
the great variation in profit return between commercial transactions
and land investment for tenure, land holdings became a kind of status
symbol than source of income for merchants, especially in places of
less fertile land.)
The polotical behaviour or the role in societal activities of
sections of merchants often reflects their economic interests i.e. the,
production of the commodities they handle and the other economic
involvements of them. We shall return to this point later.
In the social context of Chinese Feudalism in theperiod of
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1368 -1840, we may identify different geographical groups of merchants.
And by the above two factors we may classify them into two major
sections.
The first section consists of those groups from Soochou, Tung-
Ting Shan (also in the region of Soochou), Hu-chou and Lung-Yu(in
Chekiang). They came from a region which was relatively more developed
in the direction of incipient capitalism. With extensive cash-crop
cultivation and large scale manufacture of industrial product, it was
natural for them to trade in industrial products, especially like the
silk products for the wealthy class and the cotton textile products
for ordinary people. In order to secure the supply of their commodities,
they acquired financial control of local producers through usury and
in direct investment in the form of putting-out system. Their scope of
activities extended to all provinces of China Proper which was evidentially
proved by the establishment of merchants' associations (Hui-Kuan 会 館 ）
of their respective city, hsien, fu or region and province in other
provinces.
The second section somposes of groups of merchants from Ch'uan-
Chou, Chang-Chou, and Fu-Chou in Fukien, from Kuan-T' ao and Lin-Ch'ing
in Shantung, from Hsin-An or Hsi Hsien in Anhwei and from Shansi and
Shensi. These regions were far developed than regions from which the
first section of merchants came. The primary economic activities in
these regions are subsistence farming and household handicraft industry
both of which were for self-consumption. Even where there was cotton
cultivation, which was the result of government encouragement and assist-
ence and the great demandk for cotton from Kiangsu and Chekiang, it was
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sold as unprocessed industrial raw material. There were no significant
centres of handicraft industry. Lu-An in Shansi might be the exception
but it was destroyed in the latter period of Ming dynasty by excessive
exploitation of the government and the loss of the border market. The
profit of merchants of this section came from the trade of handicraft
industrial products (the major ones were cotton cloths and sild products
from the Lower Yangtse Valley and raw cotton and sometimes food grains:
to the Lower Yangtze Valley. Because of the economic backwardness of
their native places they seldom transfer their profit from commerce to
other economic activities (as there was no significant development of
handicraft industry or commercial farming and return from the poor
soil was not attractive), except in regions outside their na-ive
places. The group of Hsin-An or Hsi-Hsien merchants is a good illus-
trative case. It is reported that most of the rich did not own any
land in the hsien. And the local gazette remarked in the time of
Ch'ing Emperor Sheng- Tsu (1662 -1722) that all the rich merchants
resided in Soochou, Sung-Kiang, Hang-Chou, Hu-Chou, Wu Hu in Kiangsu
and Chekiang Nan-ch' ang in Kiangsi, Han K' ou in Hukwang and even
Peking. What was left in the native country was only the poor who
could not afford to leave. (Hsin-Chou Fu Chib, quoted in Chen Yeh 1960:
119) For those members of this section who did not attempt to emigrate
to the 'developed' regions, the other alternative to gain profits from
commercial transactions was in the form of even further expansion of
their commercial undertaking. Given the limited purchasing power of
of the self-sufficient economy of their native regions, it was logical
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for them to take up financial business . The Shensi and Shansi groups of
merchants exemplified this trend and their financial firms
were found everywherein the country .
In general , both of these two sections of merchantswere hostile
to the privileged land lords and the Imperial Government. Conflicts be -
tween merchants and privileged landlords arose from the attempted
expropriationof merchant ' s commercial profits by the privileged
landlords with the help fromlocal as well as from National governments
and from the bitter struggle for favouring state policies , which might
be damagingto the other party , between the two parties . The intensity
of conflict between merchants and local privileged landlords was with
more favourable conditions .
As far the landlordclass in the period of 1366 - 1840 , it had ao
many internal contradictionsthat it would be better for us to treat it
not as a single united class but rather as a conceptualcombinationof
several sections of the class . The gradual separation of managerial
and merchant section from the traditional landlords who based their
income on tenure is one case . The other is the contradictoryrelation -
ship between the privileged section aid the sommoner section .
From various source we have collected informationsabout forty -
four landlord households . Because of the shortage of information these
forty - four cases do not run througha processof randomization. 59 . 09 %
of the sample comes from the Lower Yangtze Va lley , primarily in the
region around Soochou. It may cause a bias in the analysis of the data
as it clearly shows that twenty - six out of the twenty - eight landlords
( 票 号 or
钱 庄 ）
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( i . e . 64 . 39 % ) having other economicengagementb sides land investment
for tenure . However, this may at the same time be interpretedas the
high correlation between region of incipient capitalist development and
landlords taking up other economci activities . Actually , the data
collected in the sample come from regions of relatively high level
of developmentof commodityeconomylike Hu - Chou , Hsin - Hsien , Hang - Chou ,
Wu - Hsing , Ch ' ang - Shu , Kuei - An in Chekiang, and Kwangtung. There are
only two cases from Chihli and both are traditionallandlords, i . e .
relying on land tenure only . The table may then be acceptedas reresen -
ting conditions in regions of higher level of commodityeconomy . The
clusteringof non - traditionallandlordsin Kiangsu ( 60 % of all land -
lords undertaking commercial farming , 60 % of all landlords undertaking
commerce, and 50 % of all landlords undertakinghandicraft industry )
indicates a link between developmentof incipient capitalism and the
possibility of landlords in taking up other economic activities
besides land investment for tenure . The comparativelysmall number
of cases of landlords taking up handicraft industrial activities may
be due to the requirementof higher technical knowledgeand the low
social esteem for industry . The great discrepancybetween the number
and percentage of non - traditional landlords participating in commerce
and 25 % of those in handicraftindustry ) may be the result of different
level and nature of commodityeconomy in the two provinces: Kiangsu ,
besides having greater developmentin commodity economy , have a much
firmer base of economy which was founded on handicraft industries ,
while Chekiang is economy based more on commerce and was thus depend
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out on the handicraft industries in Kiangsu. The ranking order of the
provinces in the numbers of cases of non-traditional economic under-
taking of landlords in this table is consistent with the ranking order
of the provinces in level of commodity economy (refer to last chapter.
The statistical insignificance of the cases collected and the lack of
randomization of the sampling are surely fatal weakness for these data.
And it definitely casts doubts on the validity of the above interpretation
derived from the processing of the data. However, these data may still
be valid in pointingout a trend if we counter-check them with remarks
and descriptions about the economic involvements, of landlords from
other sources. (Table Twelve)
In general, we may equate there privileged landlords with the
traditional landlord, who base their economic return from tenure only.
The ever expanding vigor of these previleged landlords (as well
demonstrated by the expansions of the estates of various kingdom
Chiang HsiaO-yu 1969: 29-34) inevitably led to confrontation with
the Commoner landlords and some of the lower graded privileged land-
lords.
It is particularly so when all the land of these privileged
landlords and tenants were exempted by the government from land taxes
and head tax. However, the tax quota for each Hsien and Fu was not
reduced in accordance. Additional tax loads were placed on the remain-
ing landowners in the region.
Also in places where the rate of land concentration in the hands
of therivileged landlords was so great and where there were no
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PROVINCIAL DISTRIBUTION OF AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITES (BESIDES LAND INVESTMENT
TABLE XI I
FOR TENURES) BY LANDLORDS 1368 - 1840 A.D.
Total number of landlords in the sample : 44
Number of landlords without other economic engagement : 16 (36.36%)
Number of landlords with two other economic engagement : 6 (13.63%)
Number of landlords in the Ming Dynasty : 32 (72.72%)
Number of landlords in the Ch'ing Dynasty : 12 (27.27%)
TOTALKWANTUNGHONANANHWEIKIANGSU CHEKIANG
11 15 (100%)1COMMERCIAL FARMING 3 (20%)9 (60%)
102 15 (100%)COIVIMERCE 3 (20%)9 (60%)
4 (100%)001HANDICRAFT INDUSTRY 1 (25%)2 (50%)
21 342.0TOTAL 47
SOURCE: See Appendix VI
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additional sources of income for the people (like handicraft industry
and commercial farmers), the tax quota were always not completed.
Definitely revenues of the Empire was reduced. Th e only way to remedy
for the Imperial Government was either to place disproportionate amount
of tax quota on regions of economic prosperity, i.e. the Lower Yangtze
Valley, 3 or to directly plunder the wealth of the rich, as in the case
of sending eunuch-commissioners of mines and tax station to an prosperous
regions in the country in 1596- 1620.
Confrontation between the Commoners landlords and lower-graded
privileged landlords on one hand, and the Imperial Government and the
upper portion of privileged landlords on the other hand, displayed a
pattern of geographical variation.
In the South-east coastal provinces and especially in Lower
Yangtze Valley because of the relatively higher level of commodity
economy the people was relatively more well-off than those in the
economically backward regions. The owner-cultivators and tenants had
an additional source of income from commodity production, which had a
higher return. The attraction of capital to handicraft industry,
commerce, and commercial farming (which had a maximum limit in acreage
under cultivation and supervision of a single landlord household, one
thousand mows seems to be the upper limit) lessened the degree of
land concentration. Also the presence of a highest tax quota in the
country also prevented heavy land accumulation. As a result there were
little cases of large scale landownership. And the relationship between
landlords and tenants and agricultural hired labourers was relatively
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better than in other region. The primary contradition in interests lay
in the relationship between government and privileged landlords and
commoner landlords and lower graded privileged landlords. The latter
group was often assisted by owners of handicraft industry, merchants
and even industrial and agricultural wage laborers (as most typical in
struggle against the eunuch commissioners of miner and tax stations,
see table ten). The existence of clans' land organization in this regions
(see table eleven) served as a integrative factor for different strata
of the rural society if they were all belonging to the same clan. Also
it served as a integrative mechanism for the landlords in the regions
(through inter-clan marriage) in their united struggle against the
government and the upper portion of the privileged landlords, (as in the
case of Tung-Lin Faction and Fu Society).
In regions outside the economically 'developed' region of South-
east coast, the situation was quite different. The economic backwardness
provided a condition for heavy land accumulation as with relatively
low return from land the owner-cultivators and small landlords would
lose their land easily, particularly in times of natural disasters
when the large and privileged landlords could manipulate the rice
market. Fu Yu-chang had provided us with data on heavy land concentration
in these regions. For instance, in the last period of Ming dynasty, land-
lords in Honan generally owned about 6,000 mous of land and those in
Hopei several thousand mous. In Shang Ch'iu Honan a landlord owned
ten million mous of land. In Yung-ch'en the Ting household expanded
its estate within thirty years from several hundred to more than six
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CHRONLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF CLANS' CHARITY LAND ORGAIZATIONS IN
TABLE XI a
WU HSIEN AND CH' ANG-SHU HSIEN! KIANGSU 1045-1911 A.D









CLANS' CHARITY LAND ORGANIZATIONS IN WU HSIEN,TABLE XI b
KIANGSU (S00 CHOU): 1045-1840
ACREAGE SEEN IN THE LASTYEAR OF ESTABLISHMENTCLAN
RECORD

























Source of data: Pan Quentin and Ch' uen Wei-Tien (1952:57-59) par
of Table 2
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CLANS I CHARITYLAND ORGANIZATIONSIN CH ' ANG - SHUTABLEXI c
HSIEN , KIANGSU1550 - 1845
ACREAGESEEN IN THE LASTYEAR OF ESTABLISHMENTCLAN
RECORD
Unknowncirca 15501 . Yen
3812 mous17802 . Yang






120018349 . T ' ung
184010 . Hsiao 500
184111 . P ' ang 739
184212 . Huang 500
Unknown184213 . Yao
184314 . Chou 3070
184315 . Chou 510
862184516 . P ' ang
Sourceof data : Pan Quentinand Ch ' uen Wei - Tien ( 1952 : 64 - 69 ) part of
Table4 .
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thousand mous. Those households of Ts'ao, Ch'u, Fan, Mioa each
possessed from several hundred thousand to fifty or seventy thousand
mous of land. (Fu Yu-chang 1958: 305- 306) We should also be reminded
that nearly all the Kingdoms in Ming dynasty and large estates of the
privileged landlords were all found in these regions. Even where there
were some small incipient development of commodity economy, they were
easily destructed by excessive exploitation of the government and
privileged landlords and the limit sets on it by the presence of
a hugh population of self-sufficient peasants contained within estates
of the nobilitys e.g. in Tientsin
Sept. 1602) in Lu-An (Lu-An Fu-Chih).
It is therefore natural to find the primary class contradiction
in those regions in that between traditional landlords, and the
peasants. And the widespread occurrence of peasant uprisings in these
.regions in late Ming and the latter half of Ching dynasty confirtied
it (Li Kuang-pi, 1954). It was also because of the dominance of
privileged traditional landlords in this region that most of the
merchants and their political representatives in the court supported
the Tung Lin Faction. (see the next chapter).
In the national class structure as expressed most obviously in
the political arena, we find the privileged landlords in the economic
backward regions in bitter opposition to the more capitalistically
inclined commoner landlords and lower-graded privileged landlords from
the economically developed regions, primary from Kiangsu and Chekiang
and Kiangsi which had the highest proportion of officials through state
examination (Pang Quentin: 1935). We would use three important political
( 明 實 錄 ， 神 宗 实 錄 vol. 376, 31st
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issues to illustrate this bitter political struggle in the next
chapter .
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 5
1 The typical example is the peasant uprisings in Shensi and
Shansi in late Ming period . It was a result of several years of crop
failure . See Jung Sheng , 1958 .
2 See footnote 9 in Chapter four
3 The disproportionbetween porcentage of acreage of cultivated land
and percentage of tax load of these economicallymore developed regions
is shown by the following figures :
1394
% of total acre - % of Autumntax
age in the nation in food grains
1394
Ying Tien F
( Nan King )
0 . 80 1 . 30
Soochou Fu 1 . 16 11 . 11
Sung - Kiang Fu
0 . 06
4 . 50
Ch ' ang Chou Fu 0 . 9
2 . 16
Chen Kiang Fu 0 . 45 0 . 98
Che Kiang
6 . 08 10. 79
Kiangsi 5 . 07 10 . 45
Source : Chiang Hsiao - Yu ( 蒋 孝 瑀 ) ， Estates of the nobility in Ming
dynast ( 明 代 的 贵 族 庄 田 ) 1969 ， Taipei, p . 86 - 88 , tables
two and three .
SoochowFu and Sung - Kiang Fu are regions of heaviest tax burder
and coincidentallythey are the most highly developed in commodity
economy. ( See the last chapter)
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CHAPTER VI
THE ROLE OF THE LANDLORD CLASS
e we have discussed in the last chapter as well as in the
chapter on theoretical framework, the landlord class should be better
treated ate.: conceptual combination of sections of landlords . Internal
contradictions in the Ming dynasty rendered the unified action of the
eiiass impossible o However t in the Ch'ing dynasty we still witnessed
a.- united front set up by all sectiona of the landlord class o For
examples 9 in the T'ai-Ping rebellion, and other peasant and secret
society uprisings in late Ch'ing period o This difference will be
discussed later in this chapter .
To speak of the role of the landlord class we can follow our
operationalization of the concept in the theoretical framework. There
are two main types of role! namely p the economic and political role.
The nature of the roles reflects conditions in the class in different
periods In other words-. f internal oontrado tions. within the class,
that is, the relationship among different sections of landlord, governs
the economic and political roles played by the class in societal
activities .
However, despite differentiation of sections:j one thing is
general for the whole class, which is the pursuit for higher profit
in whatever way social conditions allow.
In regions of economic backwardness where the more productive,
therefore, more profitable activities of commodity economy did not
exist, for the privileged landlords the most profitable way was to
accumulate as mmwW land as possible. For commoners, becoming
merchants was the other alternative. S© we saw the emergence of
merchant groups in Shensi and Shansi. But since they owned their
existence to the commodity production in the economic,more advanced
regions they tended either to remain associates or dependents of
the dominant class or section of class of these regions in the
national class structure and power structure t or to emigrate to
these regions and become members of the local dominant class or
section of class•
A: for landlords in the economicnmore advanced regions:
they also tended to accumulate land. The expansion of their
estates was limited by three factors, which were a) the persistence
of heavy land taxation b) the large amount of land being frozen
by landownership of the government, the privileged landlords, and
the clans' land organizations 1 and c) higher commercial value of
agricultural products, which means that small landlords and owner-
cultivators could support their families with products from the land
and without loans fromthe usurous:-,large landlords• This resulted in
relatively greater involvement of the landlord class, especially the
commoner section and the lower portion of the privileged section,
in commerce, handicraft industry and commercial farming• In general,
at least in the Ming dynasty, there was smaller degree of land
concentration in these regions• It was in part the attraction of
the profitability in non-agricultural enterprises which was
responsible for this phenomenon o However, the limitation on
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the accumulationof land by commoner landlords and lower portion
of the privileged landlords was another cause o The natural guest
for land by these landlords ( commonerand less privileged ones )
may be illustrated by the sudden rapid developmentand expansion
of acreageowned by clans ' land organizations- - in Wu - Hsien and
Ch ' ang - Shu Hsien in Ch ' ing dynasty( see Table Eleven) when
governmentland and privileged landlords ' land in Ming dynasty
were confiscatedand givento the small owner - cultivators ( Pang
uentin1935 : 55 - 71 ) . Also , Yeh Meng - ch ' u had remarkedthat in
1628 - 1644 , the last period in the Ming dynasty , in Sung Kiang
Fu the largest landlord estate owned no more than several
thousandmous . In 1665 - 1666 after the period of economic
recovery in Ch ' ing dynasty there emerged landlord households
possessingland up to several ten thousandmous . In 1671 - 1681
a high official named Mu Tien - Yen had purchasedone million
mousof land in Wu - - Shi only . Ku Shih - ch ' i , anotherhigh
official , purchasedten thousand mous in Ping - Hu in Chekiang
( ChenChen- han 1955 : 130 - 131 )
The economic activities : undertaken by landlord class
is an outcome of this pursuit for higher profit . Besides
traditional land investment , commercial transaction ,
mining , and handicraft industrial production were the other
economic activities landlords inclined to undertake . Whether
landlords , invested in these other economic activities or not
dependedon the demand for these products ,
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Given the large demand for these products from the
neighbouring countries, which included the Mongols and the
Manchus in the north and even the eastern coast of Africa
(in Ming Dynasty) and Europe and North America (in Ch'ing
Dynasty) in the south, it is logical for landlords in regions
with favourable conditions for industrial and agricultural
production and with access to foreign trade to divert their
capital to these channels (commerce, industrial production
and commercial farming). This was well demonstrated by our
forty-four cases sample of landlords in last chapter.
It was this provision of capital for industrial and
commercial activities by landlords which gave rise to the
emerging classes of owners of handicraft industrial work-
shops, mines and commercial farms and industrial as well as
agricultural wage labourers. It is also this promotion of
commodity economy by the landlords which helped to stabilise
the society in that part of the Empire. There were workers
and peasant uprisings in this region of Lower Yangtze Valley
but the length of time and scale of these uprisings were far
less than the traditional peasant uprisings under heavy con-
centration of land. (e.g. in late Ming). Actually the demand
of these revolts was asking for a better and larger share of
the economic gains derived from their labour, for instance, the
workers demanded an increase in.-wage and payments in advance
(see appendix four) and the tenants in Fukien demanded govern-
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ment guaranteefor ploughingright . ( Fu I - ling 1955 ) ( Yang
Kuo - I 1957 : Vol . 2 : 33 ) They never aimed at any destructionof
the present institution of ownership . However , despite social
r nl
stability in the economically, advanced regions and efforts of land -
lord sections from these regions to reform , the Ming Regime was
overthrown by peasant uprisings everywhere in the backward
part of the Empire . This fact indicated the uneven pattern of
development of incipient capitalism as well as local class
structure and above all , the persistence of Chinese feudalism
as the dominant mode of production in the national society .
Fu I - ling has discussedthe role of the landlordsin re -
tarding local incipient development of commodity economy which
would promide its commoner section with wealth and influence
to challange the dominance of the ruling privileged section .
For instance , the practice of pao - chia system ( ward and tithing
system ) imposed by the governmenton the peasngg . ts the various
forms of clan organisation to stablise existing dominance of
certain landlord households . Usually these clan organisations
were redognised by the local government as only the retired
official got the capacity to establish such . system . These
organisations sometimes were even given jurisdictional right
over their members . This organised strength of the landlord
households were so large that laws prohibiting cultivation of
certain crops , kinds of vegetables and gathering firewoods in
the hills could be set up by them . For example , there were
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organisations in Shantung which explicit purpose was to protect
local cultivation of certain crops but which also means prohibi-
tion of other crops. (Fu I-ling: 1961:64) Also control of mar-
kets places, bridges, river cross and the like usually fell in-
to the hands of these landlords as they had provided the money
for constriction and maintenance. This seems that they could
also set up stations to collect tax in the disguise of donation
and greatly hindered free development.of commerce. In Fukien
and Kiangsi when water-mills were first introduced, these land-
lords prevented the use of these mills to that their monopoly
of the expensive animal-pulled mills would not be challanged.
They even went so far as to set up stone inscriptions for
eternal prohibition of the use of these water-mills. (Fu I-
ling: 1961: 64-64) These moves of landlords, mainly the pri-
vileged section as local economic conditions did not allow the
emergence of new landlords from farming or from other economic
activities, directly hindered the growth of incipient capital-
ism and commodity edonomy in the region and indirectly pre-
vented the development of flew classes or new sections. In order
to guarantee their dominance in the economic backward regions
and to obtain a share of the emormous commercial and industrial
profits of the developed regions, it is logical that these pre-
vileged landlords try to suppress section of landlords repre-
senting the economic interests of the developed regions. Thus,
it leads to political struggle on the national level. We
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shall choose three issues to illustrate the pattern and impli-
cations of these political struggles. They are the issues of
prohibition of private sea trade, single whip system, Tung Lin
Faction, and the Fu Society.
Sea Farr1ng Prohibition Policy (1522-17bb)
In the years of 1371 9 1381, 1382, 1390, 1397, the imperial
Government of Ming Dynasty had decreed the prohibition of Sea
FarTking. It was in accordance with the first Emperor's em-
phasis on agriculture and suppression of merchants and rich
landlords. In 1381, the Emperor had issued a decree to prohibit
the merchants to wear other than cotton and jute clothes. If
the peasant household had a merchant participated in commerce,
the whole household would also deprived of the right to wear
silk. (Quoted in Chen Wen-shih: 1966:45) In the early years of
the reign of the first two emperors, most of the rich house-
holds in Lower Yangtze Valley, especially those in Sung Kiang
and Soochow, were forced to enigrate to Nanking and to Peking lat-
er, so that their local influences would be got rid of. Despite
this purpose of suppressing the rich merchants was later de-
feated by the flourishing development of commodity economy, the
insistence on prohibition of sea trade was passed on to the suc-
ceeding Emperors. As We found the Imperial decrees emphasising
on the effective execution of the Prohibition law in 1404, in
1433, and in 1457-1464. After 1424, even monopoly of sea trade
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by the Imperial Households was replaced by complete prohibition
of every kind of sea trade under the pressure of the high of-
ficials, who always represented the interest of the traditional
privileged landlords. However, because of the great profit ly
ing in this foreign trade by sea, (given the great demand from
rces
Japan alone), the rich people of the coastal provis e s would
not hesitate to provoke the law of prohibition. The class
background of these rich people was not clearly reported. But
two things were certain: that is, only landlords had the nece-
ssary capital and ohly the privileged landlords had the ability
to bribe the local government. It was reported that in Fukien,
especially in Chang and Ch'uan, chous. Village sea trade were
conducted by the households of high officials. They sent their
servants or supported other merchants with capital to go for
sea trade. Because of their status of high officials, even the
local government had not the courage to hinder them. Their scope
of activities extended from Fukien to Chekiang and Kwangtung and
gradually developed into large gangs, which might comprise of
fifty or hundred ships, sometimes even armed with guns. (Chau
Wan-ship: 1966: 80, 125-128). The famous leader of Chinese and
Japanese pirates, Wang Chih, was originally a merchant from
Hsin-Hsien (Chen Yeh 1960:121) and in this period one of the
illegal sea-farming merchants.
With the participation in this illegal seafar?xing trade
of the high officials, landlords and merchants, it would be
logical to have a heavy pressure on the Government to abolish
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the prohibition law. Thus beginning from 1510 to 1566, we wit-
nessed a bitter political struggle for and against the prohibi-
tion of sea farrting trade.
In 1509, officials in Kwangtung recommended to the Imperial
Government to set up Customs station and allow foreign trade as
it was impossible to prohibit illegal trade. It was partly ac-
cepted. In 1517, the official in charge of Kwantung, Wu T'ing-
chii, recommended the formal structuring of trading and taxation
procedures in conducting foreign trade and was approved. Ac-
companying with these measures was a loosening of prohibition
on private trade. These moves in reflected the gaining upper
hand by the officials and representatives of merchant landlords
and merchants in the coastal provinces.
However, in 1518 and in 1523, there were revolts by the
Portuguese (Fo-lang-chi) merchants and Japanese Commissioner
to China (Chen Wen-shih: 1966: 115-118), prohibition of foreign
trade and the closing down of Government trading and taxation
station at Chekiang, Fukien and Kwangtung were again carried out.
(Chen: 1966: 118).
In 1529, Lin Fu, who was in charge of military affairs
in Kwangtung and Kwangsi, and a native of Fukien again re-
commended the Imperial Government to open up foreign trade. His
argument was that foreign trade would benefit both Government,
and the people. (people in this case should be more correctly
interpreted as those who got the capital, official link, i.e.
the privileged landlords and merchant landlords) This recom-
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mendation was accepted but a year later it was again dropped,
under pressure of other officials. (Chen: 1966: 118-122). The
most typical political struggle over foreign trade policy is
the case of strong suppression of illegal sea trade by Ch'u
Wan. In 1547, he was entrusted with the authority over Che-
kiang and the coastal Fus in Fukien. After he had investigated
situation in Fukien, he recommended the re-strengthening of po-
ssession of sea-farring ships. In his memorial to the Imperial
Government, he complained of the excessive influence of the
local privileged landlards who had many representatives in the
court. He even mentioned local privileged landlords, local
officials as haveing close relationship with the pxuiates in con-
ducting illegal sea trade. The attack on the privileged land-
lords and the strict locking the coast be government gunboats
seriously affect the interests of the privileged landlords and
the local officials as well. In the spring of 1548, on the re-
commendations of the Fukienese officials, Chou Liang and Yeh
Tang in the court, Ch'u was relieved of the authority of dir-
ect control of the five Fus in Fukien. This was the first
step by the privileged landlords and their representatives in
the court to get rid of Ch'u's policy The bitterness of
Ch'u's resentment could be found in his memorial against the
Chekian and Fukien officials in the Court.
Beginning from the spring of 1549, Ch'u was heavily cri-
ticised with evidences proving his corruption and slaughter-
ing the innocents were reported to the Lmperial Government.
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This led to his being deported of his office in late 1549 and
being sent to trial in July 1550 . Officials in charge of the
trial were all against Ch ' u and approvedhis arrest in unison .
Under such pressure , Ch ' u committed suicide . The investigation
report of Ch ' u ' s case touchednothingon the co - operationbe -
tween pirates and smugglers and the local privileged landlords .
( Chen Wen - shih : 1966 : 140 - 148 ) Since then , no official dared
to speak of prohibitionof sea - trade and farming , and there
was no more Government commissioners assigned to investigating
illegal sea trade in Chekiang nad Fukien .
From then to the end of Ming Dynasty , Governmenttrading
and taxation stations in Chekiang , Fukien and Kwangtung were
not re - opened but illegal sea trade flourished. ( see also Tso
Yun - p ' eng and Liu Chung- jih , 1960 : 260 , 262 ) . This implies
the Imperial Household and the Imperial Government could no
longer monopoliseforeign trade by sea as in 14 th and 15 th
century . The whole bulk of foreign trade by sea and the huge
profit derived from it then fell into the hands of the privileged
landlords and merchant landlords in the coastal provinces . Th e
whole issue of prohibition of sea - farthing trade demonstratedthe
political strength of this group of commercially- oriented pri -
vileged landlords and merchant landlords .
The victory coincided with the period of occupation of
highest offices in the Imperial Governmentby natives of the
economicallyadvancedregion like Tang Shun - chih ( From Ch ' ang Chou
in Kiangsu) , Hsu Chiai ( from Sung Kiang in Kiangsu) and Chang
Chu - cheng ( Kiang Ling in Kiangsu) . Hsu joined hand with Ko
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Kung( from Hsin Cheng in Honan), and succeeded in busting the
powerful Yens: Yen Sung and Yen Shih-fan( from Yuan Chou in
Kiangsi) who belonged to the traditional section of the landlord
class. Later Ko was also ousted by Chang Chu-cheng.
THE SINGLE WHIP SYSTEM
The Single Whip System is an important fiscal reform in the
Ming dynasty. Even in Ch'ing dynasty the system of Land taxation
developed along the line set by this system. This was nbt a
government decreed to transform the existing system overnight.
The length of time for it to be carried out in the whole Empire
took about 60 years. ( 1531- 1592). ( Wang Fang-Chung. 1957:
153) It had three important features:
a) Combination of land tax and state prescribed abligation labour
services.( It was termed as Tan-ting Ju-ti 攤 丁 入 地 in
CH'ing dynasty) which implies increase in tax quota foe land
but at the same time abolishment of state-prescribed obligation
labour service of the people.
b) Enlargement of the proportion of payment in money in the taxation
system and
c) the abolishment of existing system of ranking local households
( 户 hu) according to wwnership of land and wealth-, in -order to
assign different level of tax quota accordingly.
This means housholds with less land would be exempted of most
of the exising tax requirement( Land tax and of state prescribed
122obligation labour services). It would definitely favour the
merchants and owners of handicraft industrial workshop and
the managerial landlords but damage seriously the interests of
the traditional section of landlords. Also the greater proportion
of payment in money would facilitate the growth of commodity economy.
In the previous period payment in kinds caused troubles and
economic cost to non-traditional landlords as what they cultivated
was not the required food grains, for tax payment.
With this significant economic implication to the various
sections of Landlord class, it would definitely cause a variation
in response from landlords.
In the following paragraph we shall present the didferent
attitudes( and thus the different roles played) towards the
Single Whip System by the landlords in Shantung and Sung Kiang Fu
in Kiangsu. The forms case may be regarded as representative of
the situation in the economically backward regions( in Honan we found
similar protest against the system by the landlords (Wong Feng-
Chung: 1957 159)) and the latter for the economically advanced
regions.
The first adoption of Single Whip System in Sung Kiang Fu
as well as in the whole region around Soochou began in 1569 by Hai
. It was welcomed by the local people including
of course the urban population and commoner landlords.( Wu Han :
1965) However, because of his attack at the big privileged
landlords like Hsu Chiai, he was transferred only after one
year. The adoption of Single Whip System was not completed in
Shui 海 瑞
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this time as Hai Shui himself was attacked by all the influential
big privileged landlords. The enthusiasm of the people and the
commoner landlords in welcoming this change in policy and in
attacking the big privileged landlords did indicate that it was
favourably accepted in this region by all except only a few more
traditionally inclined large privileged landlords.2( Wang Feng-
chung: 1957 154-5 Wa Han: 1965 Yang K'un: 1966 Yang Kuo-1
:1957: 33)
In 1569 the Pao-chia system which was a necessary condition
for the old taxation system, was indirectly modified by altering
the function of the Li-Chang ( 里 長 ) ( Wang Feng-chung: 1957:
155). Payment in kinds( in cotton cloth) was changed into payment
in silver for the local government to purchase cotton cloth for
transporting it to Peking. All obligatory labour service was abolished
in one way or the other except those which assisted the transportation
of revenues to the Imperial Government. In 1573-1620 tax payment
was prescribed according to land-ownership. And the compensatory
payment in silver for abolishment of actual obligatory labour
service was also adjusted according to the size of landownership.
Though it was only in 1662-1722 in the Ch'ing dynasty that
the system was adopted i# full measure,:wthin the period of Ming
dynasty after 1566 we found not any kind of protest against this
system. At least no major ones which may be put in the official
records and writings of the contemporary landlord-intellectuals.
( Wang Fang-Chung: 1957: 154-159)
In Shantung the situation was quite different. Pao-chia
124system still persisted down to the Ch'ing dynasty except that some
unnecessary responsibilities were relieved from the Li-chang. The
ranking system 6f households was not completely abolished. It
required the government to re-decree its abolishment( which was
done in 1575 in Sung Kiang) even in 1606.
The system of combination of land tax and state-prescribed
obligatory labour service was atrongly protested by the local land-
lords. Up to the last years of Ming dynasty the traditional method
of collectiog land and head tax and prescribing obligatory labour
services according to acreage of land owned and number of male
adult was still in practice. Only in 1662-1722 the system of
combination of tax and labour service and prescribed according to
landownership began to be in effect in Shantung.( Wamg Fang-chung:
1957: 159- 165).
The relatively later in time of adoption of the Single Whip
System and the strong protest raised by the local landlords
indicated the strength of traditional landlords in this regiona
With the control of the Imperial Government especially through Chang
Chu-Cheng ( 張 居 正 ） the non-traditional landlords( representing
the interests in commerce, commercial farming and handicraft industry
or even to speak of representing the urban population) were able
to decree a national fiscal reform, the Single Whip System, though
with a variation in time of adoption in different regions. Yet,
they were not strong enough to overrule the strong local vested
interests of the traditional landlords in economic backward regions.
( See also Tien Chi-chon: 1956: 27-38).
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T' UNG LIN FACTION
The high officials in the Imperial Government in the period
1522-1572 Came from the economic advanced region of Lower Yangtze
Valley. However, they represented in the main the large privileged
landlords like Hsu Chiao in Siring Kiang and those privileged merchant-
landlords in Fukien.
In the last section we have seen their resistence to officials
like Hai Shui ( 海 瑞 ） who was a commoher landlord by origin
( Wu Han: 1965) in their promotion of Single Whip System. They
were in favour of commerce, handicraft industry and commercial
farming. Yet their interests lay more in commerce, land investment
for tenure and usury. This might be the result of easiness in
appropriation of land tht ugh their high official status and the
lack of interest and time as well as skill in capitalist management.
And this probably reflected the level of commodity economy
attained at their time.
After 1573 we begin to see the emergence in the political
arena a strong force representing the more capitalistic managerial
and merchant landlords- mostly commoners and the middle graded
officials. This was the famous T'ung Lin Faction, and its later
successor, Fu Society.
Leaders of this faction were not high officials. For instance,
people like Ko P'an-lung, Yang Lien, Tso Kuang-ton, Chou Tsung-chien,
Huang Tsun-su were never first grade high officials. The founder
of this faction, Ku Hsien-chen-I was only a middle-rank official
and left the government very early in his life. His political
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influence was primarily due to his high esteem given by the
intellectuals ( which always implies members of landlords and officials )
which was built on his ctiticism of the corrupt high officials in
the court . Ku ' s father Ku Nan - yeh was a merchantlandlordwho became
rich primarily through commercial undertakings . Other associates
and members of the faction like the householdsof Kuei Yu - kuang ,
Au Hsi - fan , Ting Yuan - chien , Chu Kuo - chen , also belongto the non -
traditional section of landlord class in the Lower Yangtze Valley .
( See Appendix6 ) .
The T ' ung Lin Faction was formed in 1599 and exerted its political
influencein the beginni 4 g of 17 th century when the power of the
eunuchs was mobilised to support the privileged landlords from
economic backward regions which were represented by the ruling
high officials .
Despite the lack of any progressive, in the sense of favouring
capitalistic development , political programme of the Tung Lin Faction ,
they represented the political demand of the uprising sections of
landlords from the economic advanced regions for participation in
the political decision - making process of the government. Their
bitter attack at the powerful eunuch group and the subsequent
purge of them by the eunuch group indicates their conflict with
the monopoly of political power by the Imperial households and
privileged landlords . Also their struggle against the eunuch
commissionersof mines and taxing stations may imply that their
interests lay in commercial and industrial activities . Their interests
resomble d that of the urban population of merchants and owners of
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handicraft industry. It was illustrated by the support of theur_ban
population of Soochou for members of Tung Lin Faction being
arrested by the eunuchs. For instance, in the cases of Chou Shou-
ch'ang, Huang Tsun-su, Li Ying-shing.( Hu Ch'iu-Yuan: 1968: 16),
Chou Ch'i-yuan, Wei Ta-chung, Yang Lien.(Tso Yun Peng and Liu Chung-
3ih: 1960: 271).
The participation of these commoner landlords and lower
portion of privilaged landlords in the struggle against the eunuch
commissioners well illustrated in-cases like Chen Feng in Wu-Chang,
Ching-Chow in Hu-Kuang, against Sun Lung in Soochow, against
Pang Hsiang in Ching-te- Chen, against Li Feng in Kwangtung and
like (Tso Yun-Peng and Liu Chung-Jih'1960: 266)
In table thirteen we have grouped all alleged members of
Tung Lin Faction according to their provincial origin. We have
found those coming from south Chihli, which consistsof the
provinces of Kiangsu, Anhwei and Nanking,ranked first in ne4mber
(72 out of 309, 23.3% of the total number). Out of this region
those coming from the region around Soochow constitutes 11% of the
total number which is more or less equal to that of the second
and third ranking provinces. The leading provinces were Shensi
(11.3%), Kiangsi (11.0%) and Chekiang (7.76%). The province of
Kiangsu is definitely the most economic advanced region in the
country (see Chapter four above). Those of Chekiang and Kiangsi
are also well-known of their commercial farming and silk and
China-ware handicraft industry. Shensi and Shansi are bases of
the important groups of Shensi and Shansi merchants. More than
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half of all members of Tung Lin Faction came from these regions.
Moreover, if we consider leaders of the faction only a disportionate
much higher percentage would come from the Lower Yangtze Valley.
We may be well supported then, in correlating two variables: that-
of members of Tung Lin Faction and the other of landlords from
the economic advanced regions.
In the later period of the T'ung Lin Faction we have discovered
the development of economic insterests and interest in sciences
among its members or its associates. Fung Ying-Ching had written
a lot on agriculture and irrigation besides government taxation
and military defence of theEmpire. Hsu Kuang-Ch'i, Li Chih-Tsao,
Wang-Chang were associated with the foreign missionaries and
Hsu had written a lot on agriculture and translated western
literature on Science and Mathematics (Hu Ch'iu-Yuan: 1968: 16-17)
This was a new trend whichmay be considered as the signs show-
ing the emergence of bourgeosis thought, if we use Western European
experience as the standard of measurement.
In 1629 the commoner and lower portion of the-privileged
landlords set up a regional organization called Fu Society. It
was primarily designed as a political organization with branches
centered in the Lower Yangtze Valley and other places in Kiangsu,
Chekiang and Kiangsi and also extended throughout the Empire. It
re-advocated the claims of Tung Lin Faction. Actually some of
its members were either descendants of the Tung Lin members or
their students. It used organizational strength to help its
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members to enter the officialdom through state examination . Its
control of the state examinationhad forced its opponents , the
high official at the court led by Wen T ' i = J ' en to proposefor
a replacement of state examination by local recommendationsby
elders and officials . But this proposal was abandoned because
they found that even local recommendationfavoured members of
Fu Society . Though the leading members of Fu Society had never
been high official in the court , they had the influence to
support the attainment of the high official position by person
they were in favourof , e . g . in the case of Chou Yen - Yu in 1641 .
Unlike its predecessorT ' ung Lin Faction , Fu Society was
more like a political party with definite political programme
of gaining political power through state examination. Also , in
contrast to the Tung Lin Faction , the Fu Society members seldom
spoke of the feudal obligation to the emperor , but instead they
were more concernedwith welfare of the ' people ' and the ' nation ' .
Its founder and national leader Chang P ' u always denouncedbad
emperors in his writings . Under external threat from the Manchu ,
members of Fu Society began to study military science and
especially after 1638 , most of the leading members indulged in
studying Economics , Geography and other practical knowledge .
In 1640 in Chekianga leading memberofthe Society Ch ' en Tzu - lung
even set up local militia equippedwith western guns at T ' ung Yang .
( Hu Chiu- yuan: 1968: 17 - 94 )
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Similar to the case of Tung Lin Faction, Fu Society
finally failed in re-vitalizing the Ming Dynasty by getting
rid of the plunder and exploitation imposed on the people by
the Imperial households and large privileged landlords. The
political power of the more-capitalistic inclined landlords
in the economic advanced regions had not consolidated in the time
of Chang Chu-cheng. Actually, these high officials like Chang
Chu-cheng, Hsu Chiai were more traditional as their appropriation
of wealth through land was easily facilitated by their official
status( and conflict between them and the more capitalistic
landlords were already demonstrated in the struggle against
Hsu Chiai in Soochou and Sungkiang). They had little involvement
in incipient capitalistic activities. Above all, their failure
should be accounted to the persistent strength of traditional
privileged landlords from economic backward regions and which
was well-supported by the political omnipotent Imperial households
and eunuchs with more or less identical interests. Only if the
political power of the Imperial households were limited by
definite political designs like constitution, would it be possible
for the organizational strength of the capitalistically inclined
landlords from t1e economic advanced regions to overfhrow the
dominance of the traditional landlords. Maybe, given more time,
the landlords from the economic advanced region would gather
sufficient power from the rapid development of incipient capitalism
there to exert their wills on the Imperial Government. Unfortunately,
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logic of development of Chinese feudalism spared them with no
time. The excessive accumulation of land in the economic
backward:-.regions evoked peasant uprisings and which in turns
destroyed the Ming regime and the rule of traditional privileged
landlords in their regions. It provided opportunity for the
Manchu invasion to sweep throughout the Empire.
THE CH'ING PERIOD 1644- 1840
Compared with Ming dynasty, the Ch'ing dynasty contained
little political struggle made by advanced regions. There are
several reasons responsible for it.
1. The damage on the economy by the nationwide peasant
uprisings and Manchu invasion was so large that it
took several decades to recover. Compared with that
in 1623 the male population in 1660 had a decrease
of over 31 millions (Shang Yueh: 1957: 167) The total
acreage of land in Ming dynasty in 1393 was 857,762,300
mous while it was 549,357,600 mous in 1661. Only in 1766
the acreage approached the Ming figure and amounted to
741,449,500 mous (Shang Yuen 1957: 178). The damage
inflicted on the landlords in the Southeast coastal
provinces was especially enormous. Most of the land-
lords there (a majority of which were members of the
Fu Society) resisted the Manchus with local organized
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militia financed by themselves ,but were bitterly
defeated and slaughtered by the Manchus Even when
the Ch'ing regime was well-consolidated, the
Manchu government still suppressed landlords in this
part of the Empire with unreasonable excuses. It
was demonstrated by our table of the provincial
background of literary trials in the period of 1644-
1795 (Table XIV)
2.Economic policy of the Ch'ing government was better
than that in the Ming dynasty. Above all, in the
early years of the regime land previously owned by
privileged landlords and Imperial Households were
given to the people (Tsang Ti 1955:31) The extent
of the Banners' land and Imperial estates was far
less than in the Ming dynasty. This provides scope
for the privileged and commoner landlords to expand
The rapid expansion of the clans' land organizations
in Wu-Kiang hsien and Ch'ang-Shu hsien in Ch'ing
dynasty was an evidence. This served to lessen the
conflict between sections of landlords. Also
policy of the government favoured development of
commerce. For instance, in 1675 the government
had frozen the quota of head tax and put into effect
the policy of combining land and head taxes. (Tan-
Ting Ju-Ti started from 1711 and was completed in
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1771). It meant the relief of tax on the non-agricu-
ltural section of the population@ The establish-
ment of monopoly of salt trade, the opening up of
sea trade in 1685, and the abolishment of government
limitation on the nember of looms used in textile
workshops in Lower Yangtze Valley3 were the other
favourable measures .
3. The influx of silver gained from foreign trade (Table
I shows part of the influx of sivver from cotton
cloth trade only) in years before 1830 had benefited
the Imperial Households and the various sections of
the landlord class as well as other classes of the
society which had indirectly or directly related to
handicraft industrial production and commercial
transactions .
( The fall of the Ming regime was in part caused by
the closing down of sea trade after 1433 which meant
a loss of income for the Imperial Households and it
was compensated by their extensive plunder and appro-
priation of land and wealth.)
Besides these three. factors, the length of time of
indigenous development of capitalism in Ch'ing dynasty was
too short to allow the mechanism of Chinese Capttatism to
gather momentum in order to topple the feudal rule . After
1840 the Ch'ing dynasty was first weakened by the nationwide
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PROVINCIAL DISTRIBUTION OF MEMBERS OFTAB ,,XIII
THE T' UNG LIN FACTION AS IDENTIFIED
BY THE EUNUCH FACTION
RANKPERCENTAGENUMBERPROVINCE
1st23.3South Chihli* 72
(11.0)(The Yangtze delta 34
T'ai-Hu region)
4.2113Chihli













Which includes Kiangsu, Anhwei and Ying-Tien Fu (nanking
Source of data: Li Yen (李棪), 1961
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NATIONAL TOTALTOTAL( 1736- 1795)（ 1723- 1735）( 1662- 1722)PROVINCE ( 1644- 1661)
20 . 63 %132 731KIANGSU
14 . 29 %941 4CHEKIANG
















12 . 70 %8611UNKNOWN
63 100. 00 %8NATIONAL TOTAL 433 9
SOURCE: P ' eng Kuo - tung : 1969
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peasant uprisings like the Taiping Rebellion. They were more
a result of foreign exploitation through unequal terms of trade
than a result -of the development of Chinese feudalism or of
incipient capitalism. Since 1840, incipient capitalist develop-
ment in China together with its social agent, the commercially
and industrially inclined sections of the landlord class, were
led to a distorted way: the way of dependent capitalism. This
was characterized by the growth and domination of a compradore
stratum.
In the Ch'ing Dynasty we witnessed the chnage in attitude
towards the Manchu government by the landlord class. In the early
period of Manchu rule, the landlords even allied with the peasant
armies to resist the Manchus. However, in the 19th century, they
changed to assist the Manchu government in supporting the Taiping
and other peasant rebellions. This showed to a certain extent
the gradual convergence of interests of the majority of the land-
lord class and the Manchus, which was in sharp contrast to
the situation in late Ming Dynasty.
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FOOTNOTESTO CHAPTER VI
This is based on the economic activities undertakenby the Yens ,
According to the Governmentreport on confiscationof Yens ' property ,
the Yens owned over thirty thousand mous of land , sixty mansion in
towns and cities in Kiangsi , two hundred and fifteen estates in the
countryside, several hills for growing bamboos and firewoods , and
about thirty thousand taels of gold and two million taels of silver .
The primary economic activities they undertook were the traditional
way of land investmentfor tenure , usury aid pawnshops. TI . chief source
of income for them was corruption through abuse use of their official
authority. ( ChangHao 1967 : 79 , 166 - 173 )
2 Hai Shuits practice of single whip system in Soochow was not
even mentioned by managerialprivileged landlords like Ho Lian - Tsun ,
but was highly praised by Ku Yen - Wu , a memberof the Tung Lin faction
of commercially- inclined landlords . This may be used to indicate
the gradual change in the attitude of even the non - traditionalland -
lord section .
3 It was a result of the bribe paid to Ts ' ao Yin
official in charge of Kiangnan textile industries and who was a
friend of the Emperor ( not accidentallyhe was also ancestor of the
author of the famous novel , Dreams of the Red Chamber) .
4 The transformationof the managerial landlord clan of Hsis
( of Tung - T ' ing - Shan in T ' ai - Hu ) which emphasisedon fruit cultivation
and gardening to a compradoregroup serving the Hong Kong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation and other ten to twenty foreign banks
is a very model case for illustration. ( Huang I - feng 1964 : 107 )




Findings in the last three chapters have indicated there
is a correlation in geographical unevenness of development in
the economic structure, class structure, and political or power
structure in feudal China in the period of 1368-1840. Develop-
ment of incipient capitalism is found to be most advanced in the
region around Soo Chou in the Lower Yangtze River Valley. In other
regions of southeast coastal provinces, (Kiangsu, Chekiang, Fu-
kien, Kuangtung and K'iangsi) the level of commodity economy was
also a great deal higher than those in other provinces. Changes
in the local class structure, in the form of emergence of new
classes (owners of handicraft industrial workshops and mines,
capitalistic wage labourers) and new sections of landlord class
(the commercially and industrially inclined commoner and lower
graded privileged landlords) are also found to occur mainly in
the region around Soo Chou and in the southeast coastal provinces.
Emergent sections of the landlord class from these economically
advanced regions were in bitter struggle for political power,
which was mobilized to protect or advance their economic interests
(most obvious in issues like the prohibition of sea farring and
the Single Whip System). This was, at least the case in Ming Dyn-
asty. Their opponents were traditional landlords from the econ-
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omically less developed provinces. These traditional landlords
belonged to the upper portion of privileged landlords and were
closely allied with the Imperial households and the eunuch
groups. The bitter political struggle between the two parties
of landlords found its expression in the confrontation between
Tung Lin faction and Fu society on the one hand, and the eunuch
groups on the other. Provincial backgound of members of T'ung
Lin faction and Fu society clearly showed that the majority came
from the economically advanced regions, especially that around
Soo Chou. Our data have also indicated that they were enthusias-
tically supported by the local population, including the lower
graded landlords and owners of workshops, as well as urban workers.
These findings support our formulation in the Theoretical
Framework. We may summarize them as follows:
Firstly, there were two modes of production: Chinese feudal-
ism and incipient capitalism, coexisting in the period 1368-1840
in feudal China. It was indicated by the widespread existence of
capitalistic wage labour and very high level of commodity economy.
Secondly, the development of incipient capitalism was most
advanced in the region around Soo Chou and the southeast coastal
provinces, and relatively far less developed in other provinces.
It indicated an uneven pattern of develpment in the national
economic structure.
Thirdly, the development of incipient capitalism in the
southeast coastal provinces gave rise to the emergence of new
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classes and new sections of the landlord class and thus, the local
class structure. However, in other provinces the slower develop-
ment of incipient capitalism was coincided with fewer records of
emergence of new classes or new sections of the landlord class.
However, there was.a fourishing growth of merchants or merchant
landlords in these provinces. The development of these merchants
or merchant landlords depended on the commercial transactions of
industrial and agricultural products from the economically advan-
ced regions. And they often showed a tendency to emigrate to the
southeast coastal regions as demonstrated in the case of Hsin
Hsien merchants. Moreover, their economic activities had little
impact on the local economic structure or class structure. It
showed an uneven pattern of change in the national class structure,
Fourthly, this uneven pattern of change in the national
class structure was again correlated with difference in role-
performance between the landlord group from the economically
advanced regions and that from the economically less developed
regions. The former was in favour of policies promoting or
facilitating the development of incipient capitalism while the
latter tried very hard to hinder its development. This was reflect-
ed in the struggle for political power in the government. And our
study of three important political issues in the Ming Dynasty
had confirmed the existence of this struggle. This showed an un-
even pattern of change in the role-performance of landlords in
the national class structure.
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This correlation in geographical location of uneven
pattern of development in national economic structure and
national class structure implies that there exists a certain
kind of relationship between economic structure and class
structure. The statistical insignificance of the amount of
our data and the problem of reliability and comparability of
historical data prevent us to discover or infer the exact
extent of this correlation and the content of the relationship.
However: we can deduce from our findings that changes in
economic structure inevitably give rise to changes in class
structure, and that the new classes or sections of class
tend to struggle for political power in order to defend
and promote the economic interests they represent. Political
power, in the sense of controlling the national government,
is the determining factor for the existence and the rate of
continuous growth of the emergent mode of production. The
failure of the commercially and industrially inclined sections
of landlords from the economically advanced regions to
control the Imperial government is responsible for the slow
rate of incipient development of capitalism in China before
1840. The great destruction of the national economy in the
last period of the Ming dynasty is also the result of the
political domination of the privileged landlords from the
economically backward regions. This great destruction has
dragged the incipient development of capitalism in China
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back for several decades.
This has supported our hypoth5is c in the Introduction
Also, the existence and growth of incipient capitalism in
feudal China have demonstrated that 'under the rule of
(Chinese) feudalism there exists:. ample scope for societal
development and this implies that such pre-industrial
non-European societies can and do develop without foreign
intervention '(hypothe5is b). Hypothe5ls d is also well proved
in our study of the role of the landlord class in Chapter VI.
As for hppothe5is a,it is difficult to deduce any verification
from our findings 9 but the progressive role played by the
commercially and induatrially inclined landlord section has




明 清 官 匠 戶 情 況 簡 表
年 份 制 度 內 容
洪 武 初 匠 戶 戶 藉 全 以 元 代 舊 藉 、 不 許 變 動
十 九 年 匠 戶 輪 班 匠 三 年 為 班 、 赴 京 輸 作 三 月
廿 六 年 匠 戶 輪 班 制 分 五 種
永 樂 住 坐 匠 每 月 為 國 家 服 役 十 天
宣 德 五 年
正 統 三 年
景 泰 五 年





失 班 逃 役
逃 匠
輪 班 制
代 役 全 制
現 象 日 多
逮 二 萬 二 百 余 、 皆 令 桎 梧 赴 工
全 改 為 四 年 一 班
願 者 以 銀 代 ， 不 願 者 仍 舊 當 班
每 月 出 銀 ， 南 匠 每 月 征 9 錢
逃 匠 軍 器 局 的 官 民 軍 匠 由 正 統 間
(1436-1449) 的 5787 減 至 2000 余
弘 治 十 八 年 (1505) 代 役 全 制 每 班 征 銀 ， 對 南 匠 減 輕 征 銀
數 ， 每 班 征 一 兩 八 錢 、 □ 月
二 兩 四 錢
按 季 征 銀嘉 靖 八 年
十 年




代 役 全 制
取 消 住 坐 匠 制
代 役 租 制 每 年 每 各 征 銀 四 錢 五 分 、 輪 班
匠 全 部 抑 價 ， 不 許 私 自 赴 □ 投 當
順 治 三 年
康 熙 州 六 年
(1645)
(1698)
廢 除 匠 藉
各 省 匠 價 併
入 地 丁 銀
資 料 來 源 ： 明 代 李 光 璧
洪 煥 椿




1653 蘇 州 織 造 局 實 行 ’ 買 絲 招 匠 ‘ 制 生 產 ， 招 募 機 戶 機 匠 永 充 官
局 ‘ 機 匠 ’ 。 杭 州 、 江 寧 二 局 亦 隨 之 ， 領 官 執 照 ， 世 業 相 傳 ， 亦 帶 有
很 濃 厚 的 封 建 色 彩 。 （ 彭 澤 益
(1963)1972=84,94-97)
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Appendix II 清 代 無 主 僕 名 分 的 農 業 雇 工 數 統 計 表
年 代 地 區 內 容 摘 要
史 料 來 源
乾隆 35年






(1783 年） 直 隸 寧 津 縣
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乾隆 54年
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乾 隆 59 年
(1794 年） 四 川 廣 元 縣
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嘉 慶 2 年




嘉 慶 3 年




嘉 慶 3 年





嘉 慶 3 年
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嘉慶 3 年
(1795 年） 雲 南 鎮 雄 州
劉遠 □祝 允富 邦 工種 地， 共 坐同 食， 平
等相稱。
同上。
嘉 慶 4 年
(1799 年） 江蘇山陽縣









(1891 年） 河 □ 息 縣
李 望 山 雇 楊 允 邦 種 田 地 ， 彼 此 平 等 相
稱。
引自李文治：《中國近代農業史資料》，
第 1 輯，頁 113.
嘉 慶 6 年














嘉 慶 9 年
(1894 年） 江 西 盧 陵 縣 □小陽雇載晚宗邦工，并無主仆名分。 同上。
嘉 慶 10 年
(1883 年） 雲南大關廳













(1811 年） 河 南 王法先雇朱名湖傭工，并無主仆名分。
祝慶棋：《刑案匯覽》，卷 27 咸 豐 刻
本。
嘉 慶 18年
(1818 年） 陝 西 □添各刃斃無名分雇主之母。 《秋□比》，卷 15 原稿本。
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Appendix II (cont'd)
清 代 無 主 僕 名 分 的 農 業 雇 工 件 數 統 計 表 （ 續 ）
嘉 慶 24 年





道 光 5 年
(1825 年） 新 疆 陳良倉同□在死者家傭工，無名分。 《秋□比》，卷 15，原稿本。
道 光 5 年
(1825 年） 江 西 帥時興無名分雇工。 同上書，卷 1
道 光 9 年
(1829 年） 安 徽 王平受屈與徐鎮家傭工，無名分。 許 □ ： 《 刑 部 比 照 加 減 成 案 續 □ 》 ， □18，道光刻本。
道 光 11年
(1831 年） 廣 東
劉 已 □ 雖 采 雇 工 勾 引 外 人 行 □ 、 惟 無 主
仆名分。
《秋□比》，卷 1 ， 原 稿 本 《 秋 市 條 款 附
案》，卷 3 ，光緒刻本。
道 光13 年
(1835 年） 陝 西 董 志 升 受 雇 與 附 胡 氏 家 傭 工 ， 并 無 主 仆名分。 《刑案摘要》，清抄本。
道 光 17 年
(1837 年） 河 南 越士杰雇給開工，無主仆名分。 《秋□比》，卷 14 ，原稿本。
道 光 17 年
(1837 年） 廣 東 林亞二受雇外夷傭工，似不得以主仆□。 同上書，卷 1
出 處 ： 劉 永 成 ： 1972319-320
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Appendix III
清 代 國 內 商 品 流 通 情 況 簡 表
產 地 產 品 產 品 運 銷 地 區
史 料 出 處
蘇 州 杭 州 絲 織 品 燕 齊 秦 晉 楚 蜀 滇 黔 閩 粵 江 寧 贛 州
江蘇省明清以來碑刻資料選集頁 24 。光緒
重修（嘉慶）江寧府志。
蘇 州 松 江 棉 布 行 銷 全 國
皇朝：經世文編考補，卷36 嘉慶 統一志 卷 60




湖 州 蠶 絲 江 寧 贛 州 杭 州 山 西 潞 安
光緒重修（嘉慶）江寧府志；乾隆贛州府志，
乾隆潞安府志，卷 8 ，物產貨厲絲條。

















福建湖南 茶 同 上
同上。
四 川 米 耕 牛 行銷長江下游□城市
東華錄，雍正朝，卷22
山東章邱 鐵器 行 銷 奉 天 直 隸 山 河 南 數 省 運 到 四 川
道光濟南府志，卷十三。
甘 肅 生 豬
運至四川
咸豐□中縣志卷三。
出 處 ： 劉 永 成 195933
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Appendix IV a 城 市 居 民 超 義 簡 表
發 生 年 代 地 址 簡 單 內 容 史 料 出 處
嘉 靖 二 年
萬 歷 六 年








蘇 州 市 民 僅 對 織 造 太 監 張 徐 復 作 ： 花 當 閣
志 聰 橫 索 的 苛 捐 勒 索 叢 談 卷 二
婺 源 縣 民 程 任 卿 不 滿 絲 明 實 錄
絹 加 派 ， 欲 分 派 休 、 婺 、 祁 、 黢 萬 歷 朝 卷
績 五 縣 。 鼓 煽 生 員 汪 時 等 七 十 七
十 五 人 ， 及 群 眾 抗 官 毆 官
松 民 挽 留 李 知 府 ， 該 和 府 范 濂 ： 云
昭 雪 民 冤 ， 為 百 姓 所 苦 、 一 間 據 目 抄
已 清 廉 自 持 去 任 時 、 三 縣 卷 三 、 記 詳
士 民 、 商 人 、 獄 人 丐 娼 優 異
皆 罷 市 貼 標 語 挽 留 。 府 前
日 有 萬 余 人 。 鄉 宦 僅 對 ， 湊 上
出 兵 鎮 壓 。 在 此 城 市 鬥 爭 中
有 縉 紳 ， 有 監 生 ， 生 員 ， 農 民
市 民 。
萬 歷 二 十 九 年
(1601)
蘇 州 稅 監 孫 隆 及 其 走 狗 恣 意 □
獵 ， 民 不 聊 生 。 蘇 州 民 葛 賢
等 縛 稅 官 六 、 七 人 。 投 之 于 河
且 攀 宦 家 之 蓄 稅 棍 者 ， 太 守
朱 燮 之 擬 定 之 ， 人 參 隨 黃 □
節 與 本 地 棍 徙 湯 華 徐 等
十 二 家 、 擅 身 加 稅 ， 機 戶 皆
杜 門 罷 市 ， 而 織 工 皆 響 應




道 光 滸 墅
關 志 卷 四
蘇 州 府 志
卷 147 雜
記 四
明 神 宗 萬 歷
實 錄 卷 36
148Appendix IV a (cont’d)
發 生 年 代 地 址 簡 單 內 容
史 料 出 處
華 徐 等 家 于 烈 焰 之 中 。 3 織
工 反 稅 監 的 斗 爭 ， 是 中 國 城
市 手 工 業 勞 動 者 的 第 一 次
起 義 。
萬 曆 三 十 年
1602
蘇 州 府 蘇 、 松 、 （ 常 鎮 ） 稅 務 改 用 劉
成 ， 因 陸 新 邦 等 營 干 機
務 ， 眾 機 戶 嫉 之 ， 士 人 管 文
等 借 口 激 變 ， 煽 眾 搶 掠 ，
地 方 官 擒 治 首 惡 ， 散 解
餘 黨 ， 撫 臣 曹 時 聘 以
聞 。
明 神 宗 萬 曆
實 錄 卷 372
萬 曆 三 十 一 年
1603
南 京 南 京 供 應 機 房 左 少 監 楊
志 疏 參 織 匠 項 進 舉 等
預 領 工 銀 ， 刁 巫 侵 賴 ， 有
妨 工 作 … 上 命 南 京 法
司 究 刁 匠 正 法 。
明 神 宗 萬 曆
實 錄 卷 381
萬 曆 三 十 一 年
1603
浙 江
浙 江 巡 撫 尹 應 元 以 歲 造
段 匹 改 與 兩 淮 內 官 魯
保 兼 管 ， 杭 城 機 戶 聞 風
逃 竄 。
明 神 宗 萬 曆
實 錄 卷 384
萬 曆 四 十 四 年
1616
松 江 ＂ 民 抄 董 宦 ＂ 大 斗 爭 ， 群 眾 包
括 松 江 、 上 海 、 青 浦 、 金 山
三 縣 的 軍 民 以 及 徽 州 ，
湖 廣 ， 川 ， 陝 ， 山 西 等 處 客
溥 衣 淩
1963:93
松 江 府 申 各 院
道 公 文 、 民 抄
149Appendir IV a (cont’d)
發 生 年 代
地 址 簡 單 內 容 史 料 出 處
商 、 提 出 ＂ 若 要 柴 米 強 ， 先 殺
董 其 昌 ＂ 的 口 號 。 領 袖 之 一 的
金 留 ， 自 謂 葛 成 ， 以 手 工 業 勞
動 者 佔 多 數 。
董 宦 事 實
萬 曆 四 十 八 年
1620
蘇 州 市 民 反 對 徽 商 屯 米 。 ＂ 萬 曆 庚
申 因 遏 糴 米 騰 ， 一 二 飢 民
強 借 徽 商 之 米 ， 有 司 稍 繩
以 法 ， 而 隨 有 萬 人 屯 聚 府
門 ， 毀 牌 毆 役 ， 幾 致 大 變 。 ＂
明 熹 宗 天 啟
實 錄 卷 46
徐 憲 卿 疏
天 啟 六 年 1626 蘇 州
周 順 昌 （ 吏 部 ） 為 閹 黨 誣
害 。 開 審 之 日 ， 有 數 萬 人 圍
觀 ， 中 有 三 學 諸 生 ， 手 工 業
工 人 等 。 諸 尉 欲 制 止 群
眾 ， 反 被 顏 佩 書 等 五 人
所 持 ， 地 方 官 亦 不 敢 干 涉 ，
群 眾 追 捕 校 尉 入 署 內 ， 一
尉 墮 死 ， 發 覺 此 人 是 冒 充
者 ， 所 持 之 旨 亦 是 魏 太 監
假 傳 。
黃 煜 ： 碧 血
錄 ， 人 變 述
略




米 貴 錢 賤 ， 造 成 搶 米 風 潮 ，
城 市 平 民 反 對 城 市 閥 閱
之 家 和 封 建 地 主 所 級
的 壓 迫 的 斗 爭 ， 放 火 燒 富
乍 、 罷 市 。
徐 樹 玉 ：
識 小 錄 卷 2
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Appendir IV b
清 代 蘇 州 手 工 業 工 人 反 對 作 坊 主 罷 工 鬥 爭 簡 表
發生年代 所屬行業 簡 單 內 容 史 料 出 處
康 熙 九 年
康熙三十二年
康 熙 四 十 年
康熙五十四年
雍 正 元 年
雍 正 七 年
雍 正 七 年
雍 正 十 二 年
乾 隆 二 十 一 年
道 光 二 年
道 光 五 年
道 光 六 年
道 光 十 三 年
道光十六年
道 光 十 七 年


































































出 處 劉 氷 成 ：
195943
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Appendir IV c 清 代 城 市 工 人 暴 動 簡 表
發 生 年 代
地 址
簡 單 內 容 史 料 出 處
順 治 十 七 年
山 西 潞
州 府




康 熙 九 年 蘇 州
竇 桂 甫 為 首 的 工 匠 ， 因 ＂ 荒
年 米 貴 ＂ ， 要 求 增 加 工 資 而
罷 工 。
文 物 參 考
資料， 1957





染 、 砑 匠 家 屬 反 抗 統 治 階 級
屠殺工匠的鬥爭。
嘉 善 縣 志




踹 匠 羅 貴 、 張 爾 惠 等 ＂ 聚 眾
齊行威脅罷市＂。
文 物 參 考
資料，1957
年 第 九 期
康 熙 四 十 年 蘇 州
大規模 的踹匠罷工暴動，＂抄
打 竟 無 虛 日 ， 以 致 包 頭 畏










江 寧 、 鎮
江 、 揚 州
商 民 罷 市 ， 拒 絶 新 任 督 撫 到
任 ， 要 求 減 免 稅 額 。








文 物 參 考
資料， 1957
年 ， 第 九 期
雍 正 元 年 蘇 州




雍 正 四 年 廣 州 商民 買 米＂ 釀鬧 罷市 ＂ 。 同 上
同 上 汀 州 府
飢 民 搶 奪 谷 船 及 行 戶 糧 食 遭
官 府 鎮 壓 而 罷 市 。
同 上
嘉 慶 九 年 蘇 州 等 地
米 價 騰 貴 ， 市 民 俞 長 春 為 首
糾 眾 搶 米 罷 市 ， 九 邑 同 日 而
起 者 一 千 七 百 五 十 七 案
蘇 州 府 志 ，
子不語，
履 園 叢 語
道 光 二 年 江 寧
機 匠 張 幗 效 為 首 在 新 橋 沙 灣
一帶＂糾眾鬥兇＂。
皇 朝 經 世
文 補 編
道 光 十 六 年
蘇 州
＂絲損停工，匠戶嗷嗷莫濟 死
於 溝 壑 殘 不 忍 言 ＂ ， ＂ 倡 眾
叫歇停工＂。
①
顧 震 濤 ： 吳
門 表 隱 。
雍 正 七 年 江 西 市民＂罷市、罷考挾制長官＂。
同 上
同 上 蘇 州
踹 匠 樂 爾 集 、 段 季 卿 等 ＂ 拜
把結盟、祀神飲酒＂。
同 上
同 上 蘇 州




甘 鳳 池 、 周 崑 來 為 首 的 ＂ 反
清 復 明 ＂ 鬥 爭 同 上
雍 正 八 年 崇 明
農 民 為 反 抗 向 地 主 奕 維 雜 項
聯 合市 民罷 市
同 上
雍 正 十 二 年 蘇 州
機 匠 反 對 解 雇 工 人 要 求 增 加
工 資 而 罷 工
文 物 參 考
資料， 1956
年 第 七 期
同 上 江 西 有 數 處 聚 眾 抗 官 罷 市
雍 正 硃
批 諭 旨
乾 隆 十 一 年 安 徽 宿 遷
＂ 欲 報 全 災 ， 希 圖 普 賑 ＂ 而
罷 市
東 華 錄
乾隆十二年 山 西 萬 泉市 民 鬧 街 同 上
乾 隆 十 三 年
蘇 州 、 青
浦 、 吳 江
顧 堯 年 等 為 首 反 抗 米 商 囤 糧
抬 價 的 鬥 爭
史 料 旬 刊
蘇 州 府 志
乾 隆 十 七 年
温 、 台 二 州 市 民 強 搶 米 石 東 華 錄
乾 隆 十 七 年 湖 北 羅 田
燒 炭 工 場 主 馬 朝 柱 ， ＂ 住 居
深 岭 ， 假 捏 神 符 ， 散 扎 招
軍，制械積糧，陰圖不規。
同 上
乾 隆 二 一 年 蘇 州
紙 坊 工 匠 ， 反 抗 作 坊 主 尅 和
工資而罷工
文 物 參 考
資料， 1957
年 第 九 期
乾 隆 二
十 三 年 湖 北
流 丐 暴 動 東 華 錄
乾隆二九年 湖 南 新 寧
縣 民 劉 周 祜 等 控 ＂ 書 役 舞 弊 ，
投散匿名揭帖，糾眾罷市＂。
同 上
乾 隆 三 ○ 年 河 南 河 陰
陳起忠等因歸併滎、澤二縣，
聚 眾 抗 官 ， 閉 城 罷 市 同 上
出 處 ： 李 華 ， 1958317345
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Appendir V 清 代 手 工 業 僱 工 情 況 簡 表
業 別 年 代 地 區 場坊數 雇 工 人 數 資 料 來 源
造 紙 業 康 熙 初 期
16621722 年）
廣 西 容 縣 100餘 家 工 匠 動 以 千 計
引自《中國近代手工業史資
料》，第1 卷，頁 382
乾 隆58 年 1793 年） 江 蘇 蘇 州 30餘 家 工 匠 八 百 餘 人 《江蘇省明清以來碑刻資料
選集》，頁 71
道 光 2 年 1822 年）
道 光 2 年 1822 年）
道 光 2 年 1822 年）
陝西西鄉
陝 西定遠









道 光3 年 1823 年） 陝 西 漢 中 府
定 遠 廳
45 座 工作人數眾多 盧坤：《秦彊治略》，頁 49
道 光 3 年 1823 年） 陝西 西 鄉縣 38 座 每廠匠工不下數十人 同上書，頁
54
道 光 3 年 1823 年） 陝西商南縣 34 座 每 家 匠 作 34 人及 5
6 人 不 等
同上書，頁 23
道光 3 年 1823 年） 陝 西 紫 陽 縣 數 座 每家工匠 45 人 同上。
治 鐵 業 雍 正
12 年 1734 年） 廣 東 5060 座 佣工者不下數萬人
《皇朝經世文編》，卷 52 鄂
彌達：《清開礦採鑄疏》。
乾 隆 17 年 1752 年） 四川威遠縣 6 座
工匠 54 人 引自《中國近代手工業史資
料》，第1 卷，385




陝西 同 州府 工 匠 不 下 萬 人 《同州府志》，卷 22 《土物
志》，咸豐刻本。





道 光 4 年 1824 年） 陝 西 風 縣 17 處
每 廠 雇 工 數 人 至 數 百
人 不 等 盧坤：《秦彊治略》，頁 55
道光 4 年 1824 年） 陝西定遠廳 2 處 工 作人 數眾多
同上書。
棉染織業 康熙 59 年 1720 年） 江 蘇 蘇 州 踹坊 300
餘家
工 匠 不 下 萬 餘 《江蘇省明清以來碑刻資料
選集》，頁43
雍正 8 年 1730 年） 江 蘇 蘇 州 踹坊 450
家
踹 匠 19,000 人 《雍正朱批蝨旨》，第 42冊，
頁 23
道 光 13 年 1833 年） 廣 東 佛山 鎮 織布工場
2500 家
工 匠 50,000 人 引自《中國近代手工業史資
料》，第 1 卷 頁 382
制 糖 業 康 熙 23 年到乾隆7 年
1684 年1742 年）
乾 隆 28 年 1763 年）
台 灣 府 各 縣
台灣府各縣




每廠部各 17 人 同上書，頁 383
制 瓷 業 乾 隆 8 年 1743 年） 江西景德鎮 窑 200
300 座




道 光 17 年 1837 年）
道光 20 年 以 前
1840 年以前）
江 西星 子 縣
江 西 星 子 縣
43 廠
32 廠
各 廠 工 作 之 日 ， 日 滎
曰 多
引自《中國近代手工業史資
料》，第1 卷 頁 383
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Appendir V 清 代 手 工 業 僱 工 情 況 簡 表 （ 續 ）
業 別
年 代 地 區 場 坊 數 雇 工 人 數
資 料 來 源
制 鹽 業 道光 2 年 1822 年 ） 四川犍為、
富 順 等 縣
每 廠 之 人 以 數 十 萬 計 引 自 《 中國 近 代 手 工 業 史 資








銅 礦 業 康 熙 4060 年17011721 年）
雍 正 213 年
17241735 年）
乾隆2 年 58 年
17371793 年）
嘉慶 6 年 11 年
18011806 年）
雲 南 各 縣
雲 南 各 縣
雲 南 各 縣






共 有 工 匠 約 七 十 萬
至 數 百 十 萬 人
引 自 《 中 國 近 代 手 工 業史 資
料》，第1 卷，頁 385
乾 隆 11 年 1746 年）
貴 州 威 寧 州
銅川河
50 座 廠 民 等 2,000 餘人 同上書，頁
386





嘉 慶 23 年 1818 年） 湖 南 湘 潭 大 者 聚 千 人 同 上
道光 2 年 1822
年） 陝 西 白 水 40 眼 雇工約計 300500 人 盧坤：《秦彊治略》，頁
30
道光 2
年 1822 年） 陝 西 同 官 4 座 務佣工者眾
盧 坤 ： 《 秦 彊 治 略 》 ， 頁
17
鐵 器 業 康 熙 26 年 1687 年 ） 廣 東 佛 山 鎮 數十家 工 人 有 數 千
屈大均：《廣東新語》，卷 15
頁 910
嘉 慶 8 年 1798
年） 湖 北 漢 口 鎮 13 家 鐵 匠 5,000 人
包世臣：《安吳四種》，卷34
《齊民四求》，頁10
嘉 慶 12 年
1807 年） 安 徽 蕪 湖 縣 數十家
每日須工作者不啻數
百人
引 自 《 中 國 近 代 手 工 業 史 資
料》，第 1 卷，頁 382
木 材 業
道 光 24 年
18221824 年）
陝 西 □ 厔 縣 3 處




道 光 24 年
18221824 年）




年） 陝 西 鳳 縣 13 家 每 廠 雇 工 數 十 人 至 百
人
盧坤：《秦彊治略》，頁 55
道 光 3 年 1823 年） 陝西磚坪縣 18 處
每 處 工 作 人 等 十 餘 人 同上書，頁 61
道 光 3 年1823 年） 陝 西 寧 陝 廳 工 匠 甚 多 同上書，頁 2
金 礦 業
道光3 年 1823 年） 陝 西 郿 縣 12 座
每處工匠多至十餘人 盧坤：《秦彊治略》，頁 45
道光 2 年1822 年） 陝 西 南 鄭 等
縣
每 廠 數 十 人 嚴如煜：《三省邊防備覽》，
卷 9






料》，第 1 卷，頁 384
臘 燭 業 道光 6 年以前
1826 年以前）
江 蘇 蘇 州 100餘 家 工匠人數眾多
《江蘇省明清以來碑刻資料
選集》，頁 217
出 處 ： 劉 永 成 1972311312
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Appendir V
四 十 四 戶 地 主 出 處 簡 表
年 份 地 區 姓 氏 出 處
萬 曆 昆 山 許 歸 有 光 ： 震 川 文 集 卷 25 敕 封 文
林 郎 許 君 行 狀
萬 曆 吳 興 朱 丁 元 荐 ： 西 山 日 記 卷 上 。
吳 興 孫 同 上
吳 興 李 同 上
萬 曆 吳 興 吳 十 萬 同 上
臧 恭 三 同 上
嘉 靖 太 倉 金 長 汀 王 世 貞 ： 弇 州 山 人 稿 卷 193
明 故 金 孺 人 墓 志 銘 。
嘉 靖 蘇 州 府 談 公 室 王 世 貞 ： 弇 州 山 人 稿 卷 95 都
察 院 右 都 御 史 談 公 室 屠
淑 人 墓 表 。
嘉 靖 蘇 州 府 何 良 俊 何 良 俊 ： 何 翰 林 集 第 24 卷 ， 先
府 君 訥 軒 先 生 行 狀 。
萬 曆 昆 山 魏 鐘 歸 有 光 ： 震 川 先 生 文 集 卷 24 魏
誠 甫 行 狀 。
萬 曆 昆 山 張 歸 有 光 ： 震 川 先 生 文 集 卷 13 張
翁 80 壽 序 。
萬 曆 嘉 定 張 歸 有 光 ： 震 川 先 生 文 集 卷 18 鴻
臚 寺 司 賓 署 丞 張 君 。
萬 曆 昆 山 陳 瑞 歸 有 光 ： 震 川 先 生 文 集 卷 19 明 故
例 授 蘇 州 衛 千 戶 所 正 千 戶 陳 君 墓
志 銘 。
嘉 靖 昆 山 歸 有 光 歸 有 光 ： 震 川 先 生 文 集 卷 19 歸
府 君 墓 志 銘 。
155Appendir VI (cont’d)
年 份 地 區 姓 氏 出 處
萬 曆 昆 山 吳 純 甫 歸 有 光 ： 震 川 先 生 文 集 卷 25 吳 純 甫
行 狀 。
天 啟 吳 江 顧 葉 紹 袁 ： 湖 隱 外 史 ， 庶 姓 ， 第
二 十 二 。分 湖
嘉 靖 歸 安 茅 茅 坤 ： 茅 鹿 門 文 集 卷 23 亡 弟 雙
泉 墓 志 銘 。
嘉 靖 太 倉 王 世 貞 之 伯 王 世 貞 ： 弇 州 山 人 稿 卷 85 龔 孺
人 小 傳 。
嘉 靖 太 倉 張 翁 王 世 貞 ： 弇 州 山 人 稿 卷 95 明 封 文
林 郎 浙 江 處 州 府 推 官 東 州 張 翁
墓 表 。
嘉 靖 常 熟 譚 曉 照 常 昭 合 志 稿 卷 48 軼 聞 。
嘉 靖 歙 西 吳 榮 □ 江 道 昆 ： 太 函 集 卷 47
明 故 處
士 吳 公 孺 人 陳 代 合 葬 墓 志 銘
嘉 靖 歸 安 李 守 素 茅 坤 ： 茅 鹿 門 文 集 卷
22 舅 氏 始
稼 怡 稼 李 公 并 邵 母 合 葬 墓 志 銘 。
萬 曆 湖 州 莊 元 臣
萬 曆 昆 山 周 歸 有 光 ： 震 川 先 生 文 集 卷 21 周 子
嘉 唐 孺 人 墓 志 銘 。
萬 曆 長 興 顧 南 野 丁 元 荐 ： 西 山 日 記 卷 下 ， 篤 行 。
萬 曆 無 錫 安 希 范 明 史 卷 安 希 范 傳 。
萬 曆 蘇 州 府 朱 國 禎 談 遷 ： 枣 林 雜 俎 ： 先 下 流 聞 。
嘉 慶 皖 南 汪 承 翰 李 文 治 ： 論 清 代 前 期 … … 引 汪 聲 鈴
汪 氏 家 乘 ， 二 冊 ， 皇 祖 府 君 事 略 。
嘉 慶 河 南 趙 李 文 治 ： 論 清 代 前 期 的 土 地 佔
有 關 係西 華
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年 份 地 區 姓 氏 出 處
明 晚 奉 化 戴 澳 李 文 治 ： 明 晚 民 變 P.255
萬 曆 直 隷 邒 文 盛 王 闔 遠 ： 桂 陽 直 隷 州 志 卷 20 貨 殖 。
崇 禎 直 隷 邒 仁 心 同 上 。
道 光 吳 口 沈 懋 德 熊 其 英 ： 光 緒 ＂ 吳 江 縣 續 志 ＂ 卷 19
康 熙 無 錫 徐 乾 學 李 文 治 ： 論 清 代 前 期 的 土 地 佔
有 關 係 ， 歷 史 研 究 19635 引 康 熙
東 華 錄 卷 44
吳 縣 、 吳
江 、 昆 山 、
太 倉 、 常
熟
康 熙 平 湖 高 士 奇 楊 儀 ： 清 朝 前 期 的 土 地 制 度 ，
史 學 月 刊
19587 引 昭 健 嘯 亭 雜
錄 。
乾 嘉 無 錫 薛 李 文 治 ： 論 清 代 前 期 的 土 地 佔 有 關
係 ， 歷 史 研 究 19635 引 余 霖 ， 江 門




乾 嘉 無 錫 王 錫 昌 李 文 治 ： 論 清 代 前 期 的 土 地 佔 有
關 係 ， 引 齊 學 裘 ， 見 聞 隨 □ ， 卷 16 ＂俠丐＂。
乾 隆 休 寧 巴 爾 常 李 文 治 ： 論 清 代 前 期 的 土 地 佔 有 關
係 ， 引 中 國 科 學 院 經 濟 研 究 所 載 ： 休
寧 巴 代 置 戶 薄 （ 抄 件 ） 。
康 熙 無 錫 慕 天 顏 王 先 謙 ： 東 華 錄 ， 康 熙 28 年 十 月 癸 未 日 記 事 。
清 蘇 州 吳 三 桂 錢 泳 ： 履 園 叢 話 卷 1 王 永 康 條 。
清 吳 江 袁 璉 分 湖 小 識 （ 道 光 22 年 ） 卷 2
清 廣 東 方 粵 屑 卷 8 五 世 同 堂 ， 引 自 李 之 勤 1957
336
明 嘉 靖 英 江 申 時 行 分 湖 小 識 （ 道 光 22 年 ） 卷 1
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